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Massachusetts Suburb Named National Planning Landmark

WASHINGTON, D.C.—The historic Billerica Garden Suburb, built in response to a

housing shortage created nearly a century ago, has been selected to receive the 2005

National Planning Landmark Award from the American Planning Association's

professional institute, American Institute of Certified Planners (AICP), for initiating a new
direction in planning more than 25 years ago.

Incorporated June 30, 1914, Billerica was the first U.S. garden suburb designed

specifically for workers. Modeled after England's garden city designs by Ebenezer

Howard, Billerica used a limited dividend corporation to eliminate speculative

profiteering. Instead, surplus revenues from the corporation were used for community

improvements and maintenance.

The award will be presented at the 2005 National Planning Awards luncheon March 22

at the Moscone West convention center in San Francisco, where the American Planning

Association's (APA) National Planning,Conference will be held March 19-23. The

luncheon ceremony will include a 30-minute video about Billerica and other noteworthy

planning accomplishments.. National planning awardees also will be highlighted in the

March 2005 issue of Planning magazine.

"Billerica reflects the effort to guide future action, the essence of sound planning," said

Howard Foster, Jr., historian for the Rhode Island Chapter ofAPA who nominated the

community for the award. "The suburb used planning to build a community of value and

prevent problems of overcrowding and degradation."

The development was prompted when the Boston & Maine Railroad announced in 1912.

it would build a $3 million repair shop in Billerica, which would cause a two- to three-fold

population increase in the rural community. To avoid overcrowding, squalor and

associated public health risks evident in nearby industrialized communities, the Billerica

Board of Trade decided to implement the innovations of the Massachusetts Homestead

Commission.

The board's goal was to develop a progressive community where workers would be able

to afford their own homes. Gardens, playgrounds and other nearby amenities would be

integrated with various housing options, which would include both rental and ownership

opportunities. By 1917 there were 70 houses on the 56-acre parcel located along the

Concord River.

Today the original community, with its cottage-style houses, shallow building setbacks

and curvilinear street pattern, is still recognizable. There's a "sense of community often



absent in more contemporary neighborhoods," Foster said in the nomination materials

and background information he compiled about the community.

The National Historic Planning Landmark Award is presented annually at APA's National

Planning Conference: Previous recipients include Denver's Parks and Parkways, the

Plan of Chicago, Yellowstone National Park, New York City's Central Park and the

Appalachian Trail.

AICP provides recognized leadership nationwide in the certification of professional

planners, ethics, professional development, planning education and the standards of

planning practice. Certified planners use their skills to find solutions to community

problems in ways that offer better choices, enrich people's lives, and create lasting

value. For more information about APA and AICP, visit their website at

www.planning.org.

The American Planning Association and its professional institute, the American Institute of

Certified Planners, are dedicated to advancing the art, science and profession of good planning -

physical, economic and social - so as to create communities that offer better choices for where

and how people work and live. Members ofAPA help create communities of lasting value and

encourage civic leaders, business interests and citizens to play a meaningful role in creating

communities that enrich people's lives. APA has offices in Washington, D.C., Chicago, III., and

Shanghai, China. For more information, visit its website at www.planning.orq .
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Abstract

This thesis project is an historical analysis of the Billerica Garden Suburb planned in

1914 with the benefit of the Massachusetts Homestead Commission's advice. The Billerica

Garden Suburb is a unique example of providing affordable housing through working

partnerships with many stakeholders including: industry (Boston & Maine kailroad),

government (Massachusetts Homestead Commission), city planners (Arthur C. Comey),

landscape architects (Warren H. Manning), the community and the workers.

Chapter One, Forces Behind the Development of the Billerica Garden Suburb,

examines the political, economic and social forces involved in the development of affordable

housing for workers as people became concentrated in urban centers in response to immigration

and the industrial revolution prior to World War I.

Chapter Two, Planning the Billerica Garden Suburb, looks closely at the significance

of the Billerica Garden Suburb and the planning issues facing rural towns along powerful rivers.

Pressure to create healthy housing for workers is also explored as labor strengthens and brings

attention to the hazards of their living conditions.

Chapter Three, Billerica Garden Suburb discusses the planning elements and the physical

design elements of both the site plan and the cottage design.
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CHAPTER 1

FORCES BEHIND THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
BILLERICA GARDEN SUBURB

Prologue

It would be impossible to evaluate the planning contributions of the Billerica

Garden Suburb without also appreciating the efforts of the Massachusetts Homestead

Commission and those of a few notable advocates - the Rev. Charles Williams,

Arthur C. Comey and Warren H. Manning. Yet, although the Billerica Garden

Suburb and the Massachusetts Homestead Commission (MHC) are intertwined, their

relationship has often been incorrectly documented and almost always discounted as a

financial failure. The intent of this monograph is to shed light on both the

significance of the Billerica Garden Suburb and the progressive concepts borne from

the Massachusetts Homestead Commission.

Presented here, is a summary of the accomplishments of the Massachusetts

Homestead Commission and a look at what is known about the Billerica Garden

Suburb, how it came to be and what is it like today. By evaluating both the

contributions of the Massachusetts Homestead Commission and assessing the

Billerica Garden Suburb, the objective is to sort out the history of these under-

appreciated efforts and to derive valuable lessons regarding comprehensive planning

for and financing of affordable housing.

Reviewing the MHC's annual reports highlights not only their

accomplishments but also the obstacles and roadblocks that they faced from the same

legislature that instructed the MHC to present

a bill or bills embodying a plan and the method of carrying it out

whereby, with the assistance of the commonwealth, homesteads or
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small houses and plots of ground may be acquired by mechanics,

factory employees, laborers and others in the suburbs of cities and

towns. [Massachusetts Housing Commission Annual Report (MHC),
1915,8]

It took six years for the MHC to receive appropriations from the

Massachusetts Legislature and then it only received half of what it estimated was

needed to conduct an experiment to demonstrate what could be supplied to the

workingman as a viable alternative to the tenement. Given the historical setting - the

industrial revolution in full swing, World War I wreaking havoc on the economy and

labor, and a Legislature reluctant to provide financial assistance for worker housing,

conducting this experiment necessitated a herculean effort from the MHC.

This was a dynamic period in the history of this country. Populations were

migrating as the United States shifted from an agrarian society to that of a market

economy driven by the industrial revolution. Cities suffered from the degradation of

overcrowding and exploitative industries. Housing consisted of deplorable

tenements, poorly lit with no ventilation and inadequate plumbing. Labor suffered

from lack of power and homeownership was out of their reach. Nascent professions

were emerging and eager to influence the course of events in a variety of fields

including planning, public health, social work, engineering, law and landscape

architecture.

This evaluation of the Billerica Garden Suburb provides a unique opportunity

to appreciate the complexity and tension between all these elements in the context of

desperately needed affordable housing. In the words of Mel Scott:

Even the least successful attempts at planning reveal the play of highly

complex social, economic and political forces and invariably
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foreshadow movements and struggles of national significance. [Scott,

xviii, 1995].

Massachusetts Homestead Commission

The Massachusetts Homestead Commission played an important, and perhaps

undervalued role in the development of homesteads for workers at the turn of the

century. At a time when it was unconstitutional for the Legislature to provide

financial support for housing, the MHC established the rudiments of planning across

the state in addition to providing technical and moral support to those seeking to

improve housing for workers. It was a time when newly evolving industrial towns,

such as Billerica, hoped that prudent planning would help them avoid the deplorable

conditions seen in nearby industrial cities.

The following look at the accomplishments of the Massachusetts Homestead

Commission is instructive in understanding the complex forces involved in providing

wholesome homesteads for industrial workers.

The Issue

In the midst of the industrial revolution, between 1850 and 1910, the country-

to-city population shift in Massachusetts was alarming if not overwhelming. Where

nearly one-half the population once lived in towns of less than 5,000, by 1910 only

one-eighth of the population lived in small towns. During that same time period

Boston's population had increased from 13.8 percent of the state's population to 20

percent. [MHC, 1914, 30] Between 1890 and 1910 seven of Massachusetts' largest

cities were also the most crowded cities in the country with no less than eight persons

per dwelling unit.
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With a conservative government reluctant to interfere with the private market

to solve the housing shortage, the Massachusetts Homestead Commission was

appointed once in 1909 and then again in 1911 largely due to the "agitation begun in

1908 for State aid to workers in obtaining wholesome homes." [MHC 1917, 1]

Although the Massachusetts Homestead Commission of 1909 voted against providing

financial assistance for worker housing, "five bills seeking to obtain State aid for

homes for workers were filed in the General Court in 1911." [MHC, 1917, 1] This

led to the appointment, in 191 1, of a more permanent Homestead Commission with

new members and a determination to address the housing shortage despite the

numerous challenges and roadblocks it would encounter.

The Commission Members

The members of the Massachusetts Homestead Commission appointed in

1911 covered a broad spectrum of talented and respected professionals committed to

working together to solve the dire problems confronting Massachusett's cities and

towns. The Commission consisted of Charles F. Gettemy, Chairman, Director of the

Bureau of Statistics; Augustus L. Thorndike, the Massachusetts Bank Commissioner;

Kenyon L. Butterfield, the President of the Massachusetts Agricultural College;

Clement F. Coogan, from the State Board of Health, and Henry Sterling represented

labor and served as the commission's secretary. As required by the Legislature, two

additional members were appointed from the general public - one had to be a woman.

Eva W. White and Warren Dunham Foster, joined the commission in this capacity.
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In 1913, the commission added two more members - Arthur C. Comey, a noted city

planner and Cornelius A. Parker, a lawyer.

The Commission Mission

The Massachusetts Homestead Commission's stated instructions as

promulgated by the state legislature in the Acts of 191 1, Chapter 607, was "to assist

mechanics, laborers and others to acquire homesteads or small houses and plots of

ground in suburbs of cities and towns." [MHC, 1914,1] Cognizant that "nowhere in

the world has the problem of providing homes for workingmen been solved by the

private initiative of landowners and builders alone," [MHC, 1914, 20] the MHC went

to great lengths to identify principles for improved housing and the mechanisms for

organizing housing companies. In addition, the MHC provided leadership in the

formation of city and town planning boards and the writing of comprehensive plans

as planning tools. They organized planning conferences, and distributed educational

materials and information.

Although the MHC has received recognition for its accomplishments in

municipal planning, it's contributions to the provision of worker housing is often only

remembered as the twelve homes that it financed in Lowell before its demise in 1919.

[Scott, 1995,132/Szylvian,1999, 653] Considering the political and legislative

barriers the MHC faced, review of their annual reports demonstrates that they made

many contributions towards sound planning for affordable housing and these

contributions remain valuable and relevant today.
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Accomplishments of the Massachusetts Homestead Commission

The MHC's accomplishments are focused in three areas - the investigations

justifying their mission, the legislation promoting their goals, and the educational and

technical support provided to the emerging planning boards across the State.

Additionally, the MHC took particular interest in two homestead projects: The

Billerica Garden Suburb and the Lowell Homestead Experiment. In the former, the

MHC played the role of advisor; the latter was financed through the Legislature, as a

demonstration - a prototype - of what could be provided to industrial workers at

affordable costs.

After being charged with the immense task of providing homesteads to the

workers of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, MHC's first proposal was a

recommendation (House 441 and 442) that the unclaimed savings bank deposits,

which had been called into the State treasury by Chapter 590, Section 56, of the Acts

of 1908, should be loaned to the commission for the purpose proposed.

Unfortunately, the Supreme Court declared the proposition unconstitutional (House

2339, 1912).

Without the necessary financial resources to actually build homesteads, the

Legislature instructed MHC not to build homes directly and thereby changed MHC's

instructions to

continue its investigation of the need of providing homesteads for the

people of the Commonwealth, and its study of plans already in

operation or contemplated elsewhere for housing wage earners . . . and

recommend such legislation as in its judgment will tend to increase the

supply of wholesome homes for the people. [MHC ,1914, 7]
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The MHC undertook these revised instructions and investigated the need for

homesteads by looking at infant and child mortality, tuberculosis deaths and

population shifts in industrial cities; it studied homestead operations elsewhere; and it

made several legislative recommendations that resulted in structuring municipal

governments that are still in affect today.

The following is a summary of these important investigations, findings and

recommendations from the Massachusetts Homestead Commission.

Investigation of the Need For Worker Housing

The MHC looked at infant and child mortality, tuberculosis deaths, and

population shifts to gauge the character and environment of the industrial cities. This

data provided the means for determining the extent of need for worker housing.

Infant and Child Mortality . The MHC conducted several significant statistical

investigations demonstrating the need for improved planning in cities and towns.

Using infant morality as an index of the social environment and sanitary and

economic conditions, the commission compared rates between cities within

Massachusetts between 1908 and 1912.

Table 1 - Infant Mortalily per 1000 in Massachusetts 1908 -1912

Year The State

Average

Boston Lowell New Bedford

1908 134 149 202 144

1909 127 120 185 143

1910 133 126 231 177

1911 119 126 189 148

1912 117 117 184 156
Source: MHC annual report 1915

These statistics demonstrated the urgent need to improve living conditions.

Although there were cities with lower mortality rates, in the larger industrial cities
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there was little change in the rate during a five-year period. For those who did not

believe there was a housing problem, these figures presented startling evidence.

A comparison of Massachusetts to other countries such as England, Hungry,

Chile and New Zealand confirmed these same findings. Compared with 19 countries,

Massachusetts was in the top half in infant mortality. [MHC, 1914, 53] An even

more profound mortality statistic was the number of children under five years of age

that accounted for every 100 deaths of all ages. For example, in Lowell in 1912, 36.8

children died out of 100 deaths of all ages.

Children under five years of age constitute about one-tenth of the

population. . .It might be expected that such children would contribute

more than their proportional share to the total number of deaths, but

we are in no wise prepared to find this one-tenth of the population

furnishing one-fourth or one-third, or in some instances one-half, the

entire number of deaths in the community. [MHC, 1914, 54]

Tuberculosis Deaths . Tuberculosis rates were also an indication of

problems associated with congestion. In cities with populations under 30,000,

there were less than 100 tuberculosis deaths per 100,000. However, in cities

with populations greater than 100,000, there is a marked increase to 144

deaths per 100,000.

The marked increase in the number of deaths in cities above 100,000

emphasizes the need for better homes with more air and sunlight for

the many families crowded in the unhealthy quarters of our large

cities. [MHC, 1914, 57]

The MHC 1915 annual report quotes Dr. Robert Koch providing further

evidence for the need of healthy housing.

Tuberculosis is less frequent, even among the poor, when the

population is not densely packed together, and may attain very great

dimensions among a well-to-do population when the domestic
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conditions, especially as regards the bedrooms are bad. So it is the

overcrowded dwellings of the poor that we have to regard as the real

breeding-place of tuberculosis. [MHC, 1915, 56]

Population and Occupational Shifts . The MHC investigated the dramatic

population shifts from rural areas to the already congested industrial cities. Between

1890 and 1910, 47 percent of the population in the United States was living in

communities greater than 5,000. Towns with populations of 5,000 or less, decreased

by 20 percent between 1890 and 1910 and the number of people living in cities with

populations of 100,000 or greater rose by 738 percent during the same period. In

1910, there were 193 cities in the United States with populations over 30,000; 22

were in Massachusetts (17 were in New York, and 16 were in Pennsylvania). [MHC,

1914, 30]

Occupational changes also helped to explain the shift towards the city.

According to the 1910 United States Census, in Massachusetts 47 percent of the

workforce were engaged in manufacturing and mechanical work, 23.5 percent in

trade and transportation, 19 percent in domestic service and 5 percent in professions.

The investigation of need for worker housing conducted by the MHC indicated that

what Massachusetts was experiencing was no different from the experience of other

industrial cities abroad. However, their investigations also demonstrated that elsewhere the

government participated extensively and directly to solve the housing problems.

Left to its own devices, the response of private capital to the enormous

growth of urban population in all civilized countries has been the

erection of cheap tenements and workingmen's barracks with their

accompanying evils, squalor and vitiating influences. [MHC, 1914, 49]
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Instructed to also study plans elsewhere, the MHC proceeded with its search

for the most viable solutions and models that could readily be applied in

Massachusetts.

Study of Plans Elsewhere

With many cities experiencing the same dire problems, the English Garden

City, as a private enterprise aided by government loans, had become increasingly

popular as it promised to solve all problems in all places. It reduced mortality,

decreased overcrowding, provided ownership for the workers and there was room for

a garden.

A study in 1911 demonstrated the dramatic decrease in infant mortality in

garden cities. The three garden cities, Letchworth, Bournville and Port Sunlight were

compared with the average of 26 English cities in terms of infant mortality. The

English cities' average of 145.0 deaths per 1000 when compared to Letchworth

(38.4), Bournville (80.2) and Port Sunlight (65.4), provided the impetus for further

investigation. [MHC, 1915,43]

The MHC appointed a special committee to conduct in-depth investigations of

the English garden city and other housing models where private enterprise is aided by

government loans. To provide guidance, the commission identified three basic

fundamental recommendations for improved housing finance. First and foremost,

speculative profits must be eliminated and money must be available at a fixed rate - a

limited dividend. Second, there must be wholesale operations where collective

actions will permit savings and community planning will provide for social
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advantages such as playgrounds, club rooms, shared gardens. Third, there must be

resident participation to foster a sense of responsibility for property.

The MHC's special committee provided four alternative financial mechanisms

for providing home ownership that met the fundamental recommendations.

1 . The Mutual Homebuilding Association "presented few novel features as an

application from current co-operative banking methods in Massachusetts for

individual operations to a collective scheme." [MHC, 1914, 21] The association

would acquire the land, determine the layout, and the conditions for membership,

building and maintenance. The purchaser would need a mortgage for the land and a

second mortgage for the home.

2. The Limited Dividend Corporation or Improved Housing Company is a

stock company but the dividends are limited to a fixed rate (5 percent). There were

several companies active in Massachusetts with houses and tenements. In this

scenario, the corporation would either sell on installments, offering the same

advantages as a homestead company, or would rent the houses as does a co-

partnership. However, if a resident were not also a stockholder, they would have no

say in the affairs of the company. [MHC 1914, 21-23]

3. In a Co-partnership , the property remains in collective ownership

permanently and the district is planned along advanced garden suburb principles.

Residents would buy a minimum amount of shares and pay rent.

4. The Homestead Company proposes to sell homes on installments. Buyers

were required to initially pay ten percent, and then monthly payments of one percent

were required to be applied against the interest, taxes and principal. After 40 percent
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is paid, a 60 percent first mortgage could be renewed. If a buyer moved, the company

would buy back his property at 95 percent. [MHC, 1914, 21]

The Garden Suburb Model and The Homestead Experiment

The Massachusetts Homestead Commission was eager to present a

demonstration so they could show the legislature viable homestead scenarios for

workers. The MHC was particularly interested in bringing to the United States, a true

garden suburb with a co-operative method of .collective ownership. Originating in

England, the garden suburb was embraced in Germany and was quickly being

adopted throughout the world.

Unfortunately, in 1914 it was unconstitutional in Massachusetts for the MHC

to financially support worker housing. The MHC applied for appropriations in 1916

(though they were not granted until 1917), after a constitutional amendment was

ratified in November 1915. However, in 1914, it did serve as an advisor to the

Billerica Garden Suburb, which is documented to have built 70 homes based on

advanced garden suburb principles. In 1917, when the MHC did receive funding, it

chose a seven acre site in Lowell on which 12 houses were built.

The Billerica Garden Suburb and the Lowell Homestead Experiment are often

blurred together. Although the Billerica Garden Suburb will be assessed in more

depth separately, a brief explanation is included here in an effort to recognize and

differentiate these two distinct accomplishments of the Massachusetts Homestead

Commission.
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The Model - The Billerica Garden Suburb

Though Billerica was still a rural community, it was becoming more of an

industrial village due to its location on the Concord River and adjacent to the Boston

and Maine railroad. When the Boston & Maine repair shops opened in North

Billerica in February 1914 there were 1,200 employees without an adequate supply of
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affordable housing nearby. The Billerica Board of Trade, particularly its president,

Rev. Charles Williams, expressed interest in MHC's recommendations. Working

with Arthur C. Comey, both the Billerica Board of Trade and the Boston & Maine

were presented with the co-partnership financing scheme and the garden suburb

principles which both endorsed. The Billerica Board of Trade embraced MHC's

recommendations and technical support and received considerable guidance in

drafting its prospectus, its site plan and even the floor plans for the cottages.

Emulating English worker villages such as Letchworth developed in 1903, the

Billerica Garden Suburb was incorporated on June 30, 1914 marking the first effort

the United States to use the garden city model for worker housing.

This marked the first conclusive stage in bringing into existence in this

country improved co-operative methods of housing for workingmen

that have proved successful in England, for nowhere else in the United

States, so far as is known, have the houses per acre, wholesale

operations, limited dividend and participation by the residents - been

combined in an undertaking designed to meet the needs of the

workman earning $12 to $20 per week. [MHC 1915, 28-29]

The Billerica Garden Suburb came to represent and illustrate the limited

dividend, co-partnership model the MHC endorsed based on the English garden

suburb model. Although it is important to note that the Billerica Garden Suburb

never received financial support from the MHC, the MHC continued to encourage i

progress and monitored such until the MHC's abolishment in 1919. In its final

annual report, the MHC reported that the Billerica Garden Suburb had constructed

seventy workingmen 's homes (see Figure 2 below ofBGS homes under

construction).
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CoTTA«a:> ix Billerica Garden Suburb, Wobth
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Figure 2
Source: Massachusetts HomesteadCommission 1916

The Lowell Homestead Experiment

When the constitutional amendment permitting land taking for the purpose of

relieving congestion and providing homes for citizens was ratified on November 12,

1915, the obstacle preventing the MHC from requesting appropriations from the

legislature for the purpose of a small housing demonstration project was finally

removed. In 1916, the MHC began implementation of its original instructions from

1911 for providing worker housing by submitting a new bill to promote wholesome

homes,

providing for a moderate, conservative, carefully conducted experiment, or

demonstration, in order that experience might show what may properly be

done, to aid workers seeking to acquire homes. [MHC, 1916, 8]
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Although Billerica demonstrated favorable conditions for a garden suburb, it

was not selected as the site for the MHC's demonstration project. In contrast to rural

Billerica, Lowell had deplorable tenement conditions and a consistently elevated

infant mortality rate of 202 per 1000 birth in 1908; 231 in 1910 and 184 in 1912. In

1912, there were 36.8 deaths of children under five years of age to every 100 deaths

of all ages, whereas the average for 33 cities in Massachusetts was 26.3. [MHC, 1915,

48]

Figure 3: Layout for Lowell Homestead Experiment
Source: Massachusetts Homestead Commission 1916
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The objective of the Lowell Homestead Experiment was not to increase the

supply for worker housing directly. The objectives were:

(1) to determine what could be supplied within the workman's income;

(2) to reduce the burden by giving a longer time for payment than is

the practice of the bank or individual; (3) to effect the economies of

group building. [MHC, 1917, 8]

It was hoped that this experiment would demonstrate that small garden homes

were a viable alternative to tenements when given appropriate financial mechanisms

designed for the workers. With increased ventilation and gardens, the health benefit

would be reflected in improved work attendance and productivity.

View of lot on Parker Street, Lowell, for which development plans were made.

Figure 4
Source: Massachusetts Homestead Commission 1917

The Legislature delayed a year, but did appropriate $50,000 in 1917. Though

the appropriation was half of that requested and given that this was at a time of

escalating costs due to World War I, the MHC did manage to build 12 houses before

the War ended. The 1919 annual report states that the houses, when completed, were

attractive. The houses were in demand and all taken. As far as the building cost,
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there were non-union houses that were being sold cheaper but this was also due to

labor being very cheap at the end of the war. Unfortunately, no further appropriations

were made to the MHC and the development was not complete.

Legislative Recommendations

The MHC actively pursued every legal avenue towards increasing worker

housing. Although its investigations unquestionably justified the need for decent

homes for workers, these same investigations pointed out that,

if there is to be created a sufficient supply of wholesome homes within

the means of the ordinary wage earner, cities and towns must be built

according to well-considered plans which eliminate the unhealthful

homes now productive of excessive infant mortality. [MHC, 1914, 8]

Accordingly, the MHC recommended the enactments by the General Court of

1913, Chapters 494 and 595. Both Acts were an effort to establish planning boards

and to enlarge the supportive role of the Commission.

Chapter 494, an act to provide for the establishment of local planning boards

by cities and towns (for every city and every town with a population greater than

10,000), was approved by the General Court on April 16, 1913. It required local

planning boards to produce comprehensive plans to,

promote health, convenience and beauty in the city, thereby

conserving human life and energy... cities and towns of over 10,000

population are required to create local planning boards to study

resources, possibilities and needs of their respective municipalities,

and to make plans for their development, with special reference to

proper housing. [MHC, 1914, 16]

The MHC believed that haphazard growth, economic losses, overcrowding

and degradation could be avoided and that the comprehensive plan was a viable tool

in accomplishing that goal. Chapter 283 . an amendment to Chapter 494, was passed
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in 1914 authorizing the establishment of planning boards in towns with populations

less than 10,000.

Chapter 595, an act to enlarge and define the duties of the Homestead

Commission (enlarged by 2 new members), was approved by the General Court on

May 2, 1913. This Act expanded the MHC's role to oversee, provide guidance, and

assure compliance to Chapter 494. The MHC notified and encouraged cities and

towns to comply with the law to form planning boards and produce comprehensive

plans. In its final annual report written in 1919, the MHC reported:

In compliance with chapter 494 of the Act of 1913, 29 cities and 16

towns with a population of more than 10,000, and 5 towns with a

population of less than 10,000 have established local planning boards.

[MHC, 1919,94]

Education/Bureau of Information

The MHC also considered education as an important part of their role. They

provided technical assistance and guidance in writing comprehensive plans and

generally acted as a bureau of information on all matters pertaining to planning. The

MHC conducted annual conferences to educate the newly appointed planning boards

and to provide opportunity for exchange between more established planning boards.

The first Massachusetts City and Town Planning Conference was held at the State

House on November 18 and 19, 1913, with nine meetings held over two days. A

second conference was held on December 16, 1914. There may have been other

conferences, though much of the MHC activities were disrupted due to the War. A

final conference is referenced in the final annual report, stating that it would be

scheduled once the MHC is absorbed into the Department of Public Welfare.
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The MHC also published their annual reports as well as informative bulletins

geared towards educating newly formed planning boards always promoting

homesteads for workingmen. Their bulletins were quickly exhausted because of the

demand for the information. In fact, the MHC's first annual report, Public Document

No. 103, 1913, required reprinting because of the high demand and in 1919 requests

were still being received though it was no longer in print. Of particular interest was

information regarding the work of foreign governments in providing housing for it's

workers. The overall consensus of this report was the idea that:

private initiative and enterprise will furnish a sufficient supply of

wholesome homes for the people has been abandoned in all leading

progressive countries. Everywhere governments are doing something

to stimulate or supplement the production of working people's homes.

For some years this activity took the form of encouraging the

construction of model tenements; but in later years the loans, credits,

land favors, and special favors by taxation or exemption from taxation,

which were intended to encourage the building of homes, have been

allowed almost exclusively to enterprises which seek to promote the

construction of 'small houses and plots of ground in the suburbs of

cities and towns. [MHC, 1915, 8]

Finally, the MHC promoted education in agriculture, both through the

Massachusetts Board of Education as well as its own educational bulletins. The

MHC saw the lack of agricultural knowledge as an obstacle hindering a city dweller

that was otherwise unemployed, from participating in this sort of venture. They,

reasoned, that if provided the education in agriculture, and provided a temporary plot

of ground, both the worker and the Commonwealth would gain from this "elevated

standard of citizenship and intelligence." [MHC, 1915, 34] It would offset the

population shift into the cities; the worker would live and work in a healthier

environment; and, food would be produced from local soils.
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Why was the Massachusetts Homestead Commission Abolished?

In reviewing the annual reports, there is no full explanation as to why the

MHC was abolished. It is simply suggested that it is reorganized under the

Department of Public Welfare. However, changes in the MHC's membership are

worthy of note. When the United States entered World War I, several of the

member's services were required in Washington, which disrupted the Commission's

work. Kenyon L. Butterfield, the President of the Massachusetts Agricultural College

was called to conduct educational work for the War Department. Warren Dunham

Foster, worked for the Community Motion Picture Bureau abroad under the auspices

of the Y.M.C.A. Eva W. White went to work for the Community Camp Service in

Washington. Arthur C. Comey went to service for the United States Housing

Corporation in Washington (which may also account for influences between World

War I worker housing and garden suburbs; the Billerica Garden Suburb being an

immediate predecessor). Henry Sterling, resigned and went to work in Washington.

Charles F. Gettemy had resigned in 1918 to work for the Federal Reserve Bank. Mr.

Gettemy was replaced by George A. Bacon (also from the Bureau of Statistics), but

not as chairman of the MHC.

In the 1919 final annual report, August L. Thorndike, the Massachusetts Bank

Commissioner, is listed as chairman. This is a significant change because of Mr.

Thorndike' s noteworthy addendums in two of the annual reports stating his

opposition to the report's content. On the cover page to the 1914 annual report Mr.

Thorndike states the following:
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I am unable to concur with the conclusions and recommendations in

regard to further regulation and extension of planning boards and the

establishment of residence districts as embodied in House bills 121

and 122. I also dissent from any inference that might be drawn from

the report, advising the passage of a constitutional amendment

empowering the Commonwealth to use its credit to provide homes for

a particular class of individuals. It certainly seems to me to be a new
function in government to provide homes for able-bodied people.

However beneficent the plan, it appears to be too paternalistic, and

carrying out this scheme would tend to interfere with the right of

personal freedom and initiative, and would appear in many ways

opposed to the natural law of supply and demand and of trade. [MHC,

1914, cover addendum]

Mr. Thorndike also takes exception to the recommendations for legislation

contained within MHC's fifth annual report published in 1917, namely legislation

giving powers to local planning boards, giving permission for planning conferences,

and providing agricultural education. Mr. Thorndike, again includes a lengthy

objection that ends with:

It seems to me that the initiative for new legislation should come

properly from the Legislature, or from people outside the Commission.

I, for myself, would favor that the Commission recommend no new
legislation of the character suggested, particularly as the Legislature

has omitted to direct us to do so. [MHC, 1915,41]

This opposition in 1915 portends the future for the MHC as its demise is quick

once it is disrupted by war and Mr. Thorndike's chairmanship. Mr. Thorndike's

apparent unfriendliness towards improving the circumstances for workers was evident

in other areas as well. As the Massachusetts Bank Commissioner, Mr. Thorndike had

some authority over credit unions and had been reported, "to hold up charters because

of alleged incompetence of officers." [Moody/Fite, 1997, 47] In 1915, Mr. Thorndike

criticizes the lending practices of credit unions and not infrequently has them
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liquidated. In 1916, Mr. Thorndike supported a bill in the Massachusetts legislature

eliminating a tax exemption provision from the original credit union act. The bill was

not passed. Also in 1916, Mr. Thorndike supported another bill, which would require

all saving and loan institutions to be audited by the bank commission, with the

expenses being borne by the audited institutions. This too would have had disastrous

effects on small credit unions. This bill did not pass either.

The Massachusetts Credit Union and the MHC had a common objective: to

improve the circumstances for the worker. In both instances, new terrain was being

covered that could have been perceived as unconventional and threatening to the

traditional banking community. Mr. Thordike's record indicates a resistance to

facilitate change that benefits the worker, driven by his allegiance to the banking

community and the private sector.

Conclusion

This review demonstrates the accomplishments of the MHC and its

contributions to the creation of healthy homesteads for workers against the

tremendous reluctance of the legislature and banking interests. It conducted

important investigations, made valuable recommendations providing the formation of

town and city planning boards and the creation of comprehensive plans as planning

tools. To its credit, the MHC never gave up its original goal of providing funding for

worker housing and in this capacity was influential in the development of the

Billerica Garden Suburb and the Lowell Homestead Experiment.
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It would be a mistake to suggest that the MHC was abolished because it was a

failure. In fact, it could be argued that because of its success and knowledgeable

members, the United States government drew from this talent upon its entrance into

World War I. Ironically, although World War I became the ultimate housing

experiment for reformers, the postwar climate was inhospitable to a noncommercial

housing market for workers. On the national level, after the armistice, Congress

almost immediately ceased production of worker housing and in many cases

auctioned-off the housing developments thereby missing the opportunity to provide a

"noncommercial housing sector for workers trapped between the 'devil of the

speculative builder' and the 'deep sea of the predatory landlord'." [Szylivan, 1999,

648] Despite this missed opportunity to lessen the continuous demand for worker

housing, review ofMHC s accomplishments is instructive as the demand for

affordable housing continues unabated nearly a century later.
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CHAPTER 2

PLANNING THE BILLERICA GARDEN SUBURB

The Billerica Garden Suburb presents a significant contribution to planning

not just because it models the Massachusetts Homestead Commission's

recommendations for worker housing but, because it represents a concerted effort by

the Board of Trade to guide future action which is the essence of sound planning.

[Forester, 1948, 3] Still a rural town, Billerica did not suffer from overcrowding or

degradation; it was not trying to remedy these problems; it was trying to use planning

as a tool to prevent these mistakes from occurring in the face of a two-fold increase in

its population.

Perhaps the Board of Trade was heeding the advice of John Nolen who saw in

rural towns both vulnerability and opportunity. In his address titled, Comprehensive

Planningfor Small Towns and Villages, delivered at an American Civic Association's

annual meeting, Nolen argues that it is far easier to avoid the problems facing

industrialized cities than to correct them.

My plea is for the smaller places, the towns and villages with a

population ranging from 2,500 to 25,000, or even up to 50,000. ... In

big cities the conditions are fixed, inelastic, unyielding.

Comprehensive planning, especially with our limited city charters and

the hampering laws of our States, can have as yet but little play in

larger places. At most it must content itself with relieving only the

worst conditions, ameliorating merely the most acute forms of

congestion, correcting only the gravest mistakes of the past. [Nolen,

1911c, 1,] (see appendix for complete essay)

With 1,700 towns with populations between 2,500 and 25,000 in 1910,

Nolen's plea demonstrated his foresight and concern for rural towns and his trust in

the comprehensive plan as a tool to guide and control development. Nolen considered
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small towns as embryonic cities, vulnerable to unplanned development "For there is

scarcely anything in them (small towns) that cannot be changed, and most of the

territory that is to be built upon is still untouched." [Nolen,191 lc, 2] With the belief

that it would be easier to plan in advance rather than to correct and re-plan after the

fact, he recommended three guidelines:

1 . the exercise of more forethought;

2. the use of skill; and

3. the adoption of an appropriate goal or ideal.

The Billerica Board of Trade was certainly following these three guidelines in

their effort to implement their garden suburb. They exercised a concerted effort to

avoid speculators and tenement housing through the use of the MHC's expertise and

although their primary goal was to attract industry and boost the town's economy,

they made every effort not to exploit labor or degrade the area's resources and natural

beauty.

Looking at the Billerica Garden Suburb through this historic lens further

reveals the complex forces involved in planning. The following is an examination of

relevant newspaper and journal articles, conference papers and discussions, not to

mention the contributions of its champions, particularly the efforts of Reverend

Charles Williams, Arthur C. Comey and Warren H. Manning.

Billerica Garden Suburb - Workers' Paradise

On May 16, 1914, the Boston Evening Transcript headlined, "Billerica as a

Workers' Paradise." (see appendix) The subheading announced, "New

Homestead Commission Trying There the First American Experiment With the
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English Garden City Idea." Hallmarked the Billerica Garden Suburb, this housing

scheme for skilled and unskilled labor was the recommendation of the

Massachusetts Homestead Commission. The enthusiasm of Reverend Charles H.

Williams, a local clergyman, president of the Billerica Board of Trade and former

State Legislator was the driving force behind the development. Working together

with Warren H. Manning, a fellow member of the Billerica Board of Trade and

prominent landscape architect and Arthur C. Comey, one of the country's first city

planners and a member of the Massachusetts Homestead Commission, these three

men were profoundly interested in the success of the Billerica Garden Suburb for

professional if not altruistic reasons. f

I

Williams, Manning and Comey

As president of Billerica' s Board of Trade, Charles H. Williams was

instrumental in the 1912 announcement that the Boston & Maine Railroad planned

to locate their new $3,000,000 repair shops in North Billerica (today known as

Iron Horse Park - see Figure 5 below). Having acquired the options for the land

on which the shops were to be completed in 1914, Rev. Williams had to then

anticipate 1,200 employees and their family members, which would at least double

Billerica's population. In 1910, Billerica's population was 2,775, 1200 employees

were expected to bring families as well; the Board of Trade was anticipating the

population to at least double. North Billerica had a favorable location - along the

Concord River and the Boston & Maine Railroad line. The railroad would provide

a free train for their workers. The location was also near the electric lines of the
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Bay State Street Railway, schools, post office, public library, churches and shops.

The Board of Trade hoped to boost Billerica's economy and anticipated an

increase in its population to 10,000 as a result of the Boston & Maine repair shop

as well as other manufacturing industries located in North Billerica. This was to

provide a stable employment base.

i

i

i

The Locomotive Shop, Storehouse, and Office. Pictured arc th« opcniru>n» »<f the Boston

jikI Mmnc Car Hh.ips, where engines were built am) repaired in North Bilkrtca, Thi>

photograph dates fti«n 1914. The th«f« wore located in what t* now calkd I run Horn- Park.

, •« High Street. (Gmnwy ofToot fcisksewic:.)

Figure 5
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J»t, h.n*sti« heen folly tcsMStweJ in 199ft (Courtesy df*e Bitkrica Hi«<»rical Society.)

Figure 6

Optimism about Billerica's economic future was counterbalanced by realistic

concerns for worker housing. After all, the most deplorable and overcrowded

tenements in Massachusetts were just six miles away in Lowell. Lowell had the

dubious distinction of having the highest infant and child mortality rates from 1908 to

1912 (Chapter 1, Table 1). Not unfamiliar with tenements, North Billerica had

tenement housing of its own with the two mills, the Talbot and Faulkner located near

the site of the garden suburb. Billerica's Board of Trade was acutely aware that

appalling tenement conditions were not exclusive to industrial cities. In industrial

villages, which Billerica was becoming, the same unsanitary housing conditions often

existed. Though less densely populated, there were examples of poor living

conditions and dire health consequences that were no different from nearby

overcrowded cities. Complicating matters, industries were migrating to be near more

powerful rivers, such as the Merrimack and its tributaries, which included the Concord

River. Where industry goes, speculators follow.
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The Billenca Board of Trade was aware that speculators created inflated land

prices, and inflated prices would exacerbate an already potentially problematic

housing situation. The Board of Trade needed a plan that would provide healthy

affordable housing. In this endeavor, Mr. Williams was allied with Warren H.

Manning.

Warren H. Manning's interests and experience made him an invaluable

compatriot to Rev. Williams and a dedicated public servant to the Town of Billerica.

Previously, Mr. Manning had worked for eight years with Frederick Law Olmstead Sr.

on a variety of landscape architecture projects including industrial housing. In 1896,

Mr. Manning left Olmstead' s practice eager to make his own name in landscape

architecture. Though he grew up in nearby Reading, Manning's ancestral home, the

Manning Manse dating back to 1696 (see Figure 7 - Manning Manse), was located in

North Billerica.

Source: Billerica Historic Society/David O \pii

Figure 7
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Setting-up his own practice nearby, Manning restored the Manning Manse and

became a tremendous influence on the planning of Billerica. Besides his work on the

Board of Trade, Manning was the Billerica Tree Warden and formed the Billerica

Improvement Association. Dedicated to preserving the natural characteristics of

Billerica, Manning was also cognizant that some of the features that distinguished

Billerica were particularly well suited for development of manufacturing business.

These were particularly evident in North Billerica, which was situated on the Concord

River with the Boston & Maine Railroad nearby and access to power and

transportation within one mile.

In 1913, Manning published "The Billerica Town Plan" in Landscape

Architecture clearly understanding both the trend towards decentralizing industry as

well as labor and the implications this could have on Billerica. Further, Manning

wisely used the Town Plan to educate citizens and to build consensus, as he strongly

believed well-considered plans were necessary to provide economic development as

well as healthful affordable homes for workers.

Increased business, population, road, and other public facilities that

such new conditions must create, made the preparation of a plan as a

guide to the town's future growth quite essential. Such a plan, to best

meet the needs and have the general approval of the community, must

be understood by at least a majority of the voters and land owners;

and, as this understanding will best come from a direct participation in

the work, all citizens were urged to give information and assistance in

the preparation of articles and maps. [Landscape Architecture, April

1914, 108] (see appendix for Manning's Town Plan for Billerica)

Manning's plan for Billerica was a precursor for his later works in

environmental planning and resource-based design in which he used overlay maps to

analyze the best economic use of the identified resources. Despite Manning's desire

to create the ideal town in Billerica [Lowell Courier Citizen, July 7, 1914], it should

be remembered that as a professional landscape architect, Mr. Manning depended on
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the commissions from his practice and his client list including several 'captains of

industry' who may not have been supportive of a noncommercial housing sector. This

may explain why Mr. Manning, though an advisor to the Billerica Garden Suburb, was

far less vocal on issues directly related to worker housing than Mr. Williams.

In 1914, when Rev. Williams enlisted help from the Massachusetts Homestead

Commission, though still bound by the Constitution not to directly finance housing

with public funds, they saw in Billerica an opportunity to demonstrate a variety of

innovative worker housing mechanisms that had been employed in England and

Germany. The conditions could not have been more favorable. With the Boston &

Maine shops opened, there was not only a demand for housing but affordable land was

still available. MHC's city planner, Arthur C. Comey explained the garden suburb

concept to the Board of Trade as well as to the officials from the Boston & Maine

Railroad. Both the Board of Trade and Boston & Maine officials supported the

concept and both were represented on the Board of Directors. In July 1914, The

Billerica Garden Suburb, Inc.'s prospectus was drafted based on the recommendations

of the Massachusetts Homestead Commission with the site plan and cottage designs

drafted by Mr. Comey with Mr. Manning as advisor (see appendix).

Prior to his appointment to the Massachusetts Homestead Commission, Mr.

Comey trained under Frederick Law Olmstead. Jr. and honed his skills as a city

planner after receiving his degree from Harvard in 1907. Convinced the garden

suburb model should be tested in the United States, Comey was eager to implement

this concept in Billerica.

In that same May 16, 1914 Boston Evening Transcript article, centered on the

fold, was the tentative site plan as drafted by Mr. Comey. Clearly, Williams, Manning

and Comey understood that co-partnership was a novel concept in the United States.
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Aware that they were embarking on untested territory, good press coverage espousing

the virtues of the garden suburb as a way to provide affordable housing for workers

would serve them well in educating the stakeholders, the general public and assuaging

political opposition. In addition to the Boston Evening Transcript, the worker-housing

story was also carried by the Lowell Citizen-Courier on July 7, 1914. These articles

reflect only a fraction of the personal effort extended to spread the word about the

Billerica Garden Suburb and 'housing the wage worker' campaign.

Educating the Public and Influencing Politicians

The National Housing Association's annual conferences offered the

opportunity for reformers from a range of disciplines to discuss and exchange

information about the pressing housing problems. It provided a forum in which both

conservatives, like Lawrence Veiller and Robert DeForest, the association's founder

and president respectively and, communitarians, such as Edith Elmer Wood could

discuss their views thereby educating the public sector and private enterprise.

Both groups made valuable contributions to the improvement of worker

housing. For example, Veiller as head of the Tenement House Commission in New

York City and credited with establishing housing codes that were adopted across the

nation. Wood, on the other hand, did not believe regulation went far enough. She

believed that industry, by being dependent on.low-wage labor, contributed to the

deplorable poverty and therefore should recognize its moral duty to provide safe and

sanitary housing. Wood is also credited with establishing the baseline standard for

crowding used by the U.S. Census of no more than one person per room as a

reasonable standard and that affordable rents should be no more than 20 percent of the

family income.
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The first National Housing Association conference was held in New York City

in 1911 and naturally, addressed large city problems. Subsequent conferences were

hosted by cities of lesser size and focused on the corresponding problems of medium

size cities. Succeeding conferences addressed police power, subdivision and the

problems of rural towns. The proceedings of each conference, published under the

title, Housing Problems in America provide a rich historic dialogue of thematic papers

as presented and the subsequent directed discussions. The attendees and participants

were delegates from city governments, health departments, improvement societies,

volunteer citizens' associations, real estate and building organizations.

The Fifth Annual National Housing Association conference, held in

Providence, Rhode Island in October 1916, was of particular interest for a number of

reasons as explained by conference participant Edith Elmer Wood in her discussion

regarding Focusing Community Interest.

When the object is simply to get a piece of legislation through, I think

most of us who have had anything to do with that end realize that no

amount of general publicity alone will do. You have got to get the

personal influence and interest of the political leaders and sometimes

of the chairman of the committee to which your measure has been

referred. . . But as a piece of legislation is only a means to an end. . .it is

no good unless you have a strong pubic opinion behind it to see that it

is enforced. [Housing Problems in America(HPA), 1916, 421]

For these exact sentiments, both Rev. Williams and Mr. Comey attended this

conference, as did other members of the MHC such as Henry Sterling (labor) and

Cornelius Parker (lawyer). Fervent about the need for worker housing and eager to

draw attention to the Billerica Garden Suburb as a worthy model, both Rev. Williams

and Henry Sterling presented papers while Arthur Comey formally participated in the

discussions.
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Rev. Williams' paper titled, "How To Get Garden Suburbs in America" extols

the virtues of decent worker housing then addresses three elements that would allow

America to benefit from Garden Suburbs. As with the Massachusetts Homestead

Commission findings, Williams's upholds that the necessary elements for a garden

suburb were limited dividend, government loans and co-partnership. Rev. Williams

announced that at that time, 35 families were living in the Billerica Garden Suburb.

The tone of his paper was clearly that of pride in the progress made thus far and an

urging for others to take this radical step to solve their housing problems. [HPA, 1916,

102-110]

Direct in his style, Mr. Sterling answers the question his paper poses, "How

To Get Garden Suburbs in America" with a blunt response, "cut out the graft as much

as possible." Mr. Sterling explained how Germany had encouraged her cities and

towns to buy and hold land for housing. The German government then loaned social

insurance money to municipalities, building associations, employers and individuals

who intended to produce homes. In addition to Germany, England, Ireland, and New

Zealand were given as examples of countries that provided loans for housing.

Finally, during the discussions segment of the proceedings, Mr. Comey

expanded on Rev. Williams' paper and pointed out that the MHC was supportive of

the Billerica Garden Suburb but could not help financially because the legislature had

not yet appropriated money. He praised Rev. Williams' efforts as he had brought

down the housing costs by supervising the work himself and using day labor. Despite

these efforts, the Billerica Garden Suburb would be serving the worker making a
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weekly wage of $15. The worker making $10 or $12 per week still had no prospects

of owning a home. [HPA, 1916, 295-299]

Though he did not present a formal paper at the conference, Arthur Comey did

participate in promoting the Billerica Garden Suburb. In 1914, he had written an

article for Landscape Architecture titled "Billerica Garden Suburb" and in The

American City, he wrote an article titled "Plans for an America Garden Suburb." Both

articles describe the Massachusetts Homestead Commission's findings covering other

methods for establishing improved housing for the worker particularly the limited

dividend and the co-partnership mechanisms. Also, both articles described the

Billerica Garden Suburb as the first attempt to apply the English methods of housing

workmen using the garden suburb with a limited dividend corporation and co-

partnership as a means of providing resident ownership that would otherwise be

unattainable.

The intention of this review was to provide insight into the level of effort

necessary to test non-commercial new housing concepts in the United States. This

public relations campaign demonstrates only a fraction of the effort exerted by those

involved directly and indirectly with the Billerica Garden Suburb. Directly involved

in the supervision and construction of the Billerica Garden Suburb, Rev. Williams

worked fervently to promote the garden suburb co-partnership concept, generate

consensus that hard working people deserved homes, and foster change in the attitudes

towards government participation in housing. Even with the help of the MHC and

many other reformers, this attempt to solve the housing problem struggled financially.

Despite knowledge that industrialization of cities had devastating effects, especially

on workers, change required tremendous effort. Planning, though a new profession,
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had insight into the housing problems but few tools to prevent the same mistakes from

being repeated. This quandary was well stated by Frederick Law Olmsted, Sr.,

Remedy for a bad plan once built upon being thus impracticable,

now that we understand the matter we are surely bound, wherever it

is by any means in our power, to prevent mistakes in the

construction of towns. Strange to say, however, here in the New
World, where great towns by the hundred are springing into

existence, no care at all is taken to avoid bad plans. The most

brutal pagans to whom we have sent our missionaries have never

shown greater indifference to the sufferings of others than is

exhibited in the plans of some of our most promising cities, for

which men now living in them are responsible. [Nolen, 191 lc, 12]
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CHAPTER 3

BILLERICA GARDEN SUBURB
THE PLANNING ELEMENTS

In 1912, when the Boston & Maine Railroad elected to locate their $3,000,000

repair shops in North Billerica, they were not solvent enough to also provide worker

cottages (Boston Evening Transcript, May 16, 1914). The Billerica Board of Trade,

desirous of the economic development that would accompany the Boston & Maine repair

shops, was determined to avoid the exploits of speculators and the accompanying squalor

oftenement housing. Viewing this challenge as an object lesson that would demonstrate

the virtues ofcomprehensive planning combined with progressive housing initiatives, the

Billerica Board of Trade embraced the innovative housing concepts proposed by the

Massachusetts Homestead Commission. Hence, the Billerica Garden Suburb, the first

attempt in the United States to combine limited dividend corporation with co-partnership

to provide affordable housing for workers, was incorporated on June 30, 1914. [MHC,

1915, 29] The Billerica Garden Suburb's officers reflected the concerted efforts of labor,

private enterprise and both local and state government. They included Boston & Maine's

General Superintendent of Shops, Thomas Jennings (president), as well as

Superintendents ofthe Car Department and Electrical Department, and William

Sheppard, Esq., (clerk). From the Billerica Board of Trade, Rev. Charles H. Williams

was treasurer and general manager and Warren Manning was an advisor, as was Arthur

Comey from the Massachusetts Homestead Commission.
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The Billerica Garden Suburb marked -

the first conclusive stage in bringing into existence in this country

improved co-operative methods of housing for workingmen that have

proved successful in England, for nowhere in the United States, so far as is

known, have the five essential elements - site plarining, limited number of

houses per acre, wholesale operations, limited dividend, and participation

by residents - been combined in an undertaking designed to meet the

needs ofthe workman earning $12 to $20 per week. [MHC, 1915,

29/prospectus, 1914]

Providing a variety of housing options suitable for a range of workers,

conventional rental and homeownership opportunities were also integrated in the site

plan, as were gardens, playgrounds and linkages to other nearby amenities. . However, it

was the elimination of speculative profits combined with the five elements of advance

garden suburbs: resident participation, limited dividend, site planning, limited number of

houses per acre (density), and wholesale operations, that distinguished the Billerica

Garden Suburb as the first garden suburb specifically developed for workers.

Resident Participation

Ofthe five elements cited in the quote above that were employed in the design of

the Billerica Garden Suburb, it was the 'resident participation' or copartnership that

qualified this endeavor as a progressive attempt at worker housing. The design principals

of Ebenezer Howard's garden suburbs had already been employed in model towns as in

1911 with the Russell Sage Foundation's Forest Hills Garden in Queens, New York, but

there it was based on individual ownership, which was out of the reach of a worker

earning a weekly wage between $12 to $20. Other efforts to house workers, such as

company towns like Pullman, Illinois, only demonstrated the inherent problems of

paternalistic housing schemes and the uneven distribution ofpower in such scenarios.
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The intent ofthe Billerica Garden Suburb's co-partnership scheme was to allow

the worker to become his own landlord through the purchase of shares in the corporation

thereby truly emulating the intent ofHoward's garden suburb. At that time,

homeownership for workers was thought of as a burden and that such debt would be

ruinous financially and confining economically. In a market economy, labor needed to

be mobile in order to meet the demands of industry while at the same time pursuing the

best wage for his labor. Mobility was considered the workingman's greatest asset.

However, because Billerica had other industries located near the proposed garden suburb

there were other opportunities for employment thereby reducing the risks of

homeownership. In fact, many of the foremen of the Boston & Maine repair shops were

older with several years experience and intended to settle in Billerica for the rest of their

lives ifthe right opportunity presented itself. {Boston Evening Transcript, May 16, 1914).

The Limited Dividend Corporation

The Billerica Garden Suburb prospectus prepared with the help of the

Massachusetts Homestead Commission had subscriptions for $16,540 as ofJuly 27,

1914. The charter indicated that the value ofthe capital stock was $50,000 divided into

5000 shares of $10 with 5 percent cumulative dividends. The benefit ofa limited

dividend corporation is that it eliminates speculative profits with the surplus going into

the payment for improvements and maintenance.

During the first decade ofthe 20
th

century, there were many limited dividend

corporations though it is hard to distinguish which ones were organized primarily for

profit versus those organized primarily to improve housing conditions. [MHC, 1915, 30]
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The Massachusetts Homestead Commission monitored limited dividend corporations that

met its recommendations of being primarily organized to improve housing conditions.

Their 1915 annual report indicates the popularity of this trend in housing across the

country:

Fifteen million was invested in this type ofproperty and nearly

6,500 families are housed, nearly 1,200 ofthese being in one-family

homes. [MHC, 1915, 30]

The Site Plan and Density

The Billerica Garden Suburb purchased 56 acres of inexpensive land along the

Concord River just 200 feet from the North Billerica train station, from which a free

workmen's train to their repair shops would be provided. Although modeled after the

English garden suburbs which had at least nine dwellings per acre, the Billerica Garden

Suburb was modified to allow for five or six single family dwelling units per acre.

Semi-detached houses (two-families) were not considered.

The principle objection to it is that it is a step away from the ideal single-

family home. . .Where sufficient land is available the social advantages of

houses entirely separate probably outweigh the economies effected by
semi-detached construction. [MHC, 1916, 11]

However, concern about overcrowding was somewhat countered with the need to

minimize costs. Lots ranged from 5,000 to 10,000 square feet and varied in width from

50 to 100 feet and are from 80 to 1 10 feet in depth with a 10 foot setback.

Because the site had excellent drainage and traffic was expected to be light, the

major roadway, Letchworth Ave was 32 feet in width and half this width was surfaced

with cinder as was its 4-foot walkway. The secondary roadways, 24 feet in width, were
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also cinder-surfaced with no sidewalks as the traffic was expected to be minimal and the

roadway would be fit for walking.

Located near a kindergarten, a public school, a public library, social halls,

churches, a post office and the Bay State Street Railway, the site was ideally located. In

addition, it already had six buildings providing 16 tenements with two to four apartments

in each which provide rental income of approximately sixteen hundred dollars annually

(see appendix for Billerica Garden Suburb Financial Statement, 1915).

The plan, designed by Arthur Comey with the supervision ofWarren H. Manning,

designated four zones (See Figure 8 - Billerica Garden Suburb site plan w/zones):

• Special Zone A was intended for workshops and stores; business and

social center.

• Purchase Zone B was for houses sold on installments each owner

acquiring 10 percent of the value of his property in stock. These

houses were intended for the older workmen and foremen who

demonstrated interest in settling in Billerica and staying in service

there as long as they worked.

• Co-partnership Zone C was intended for rental housing that workmen

would take shares in and collectively act as their own landlords.

Property remains in collective ownership, with residents renting from

the company ofwhich he is a member. To become a tenant in a co-

partnership settlement, each applicant must be approved by an

admission committee, and must take $100 in tenant shares, paying at

least $10 as the first installment. The tenant becomes a renter from the

Billerica Garden Suburb which he holds stock and has a vote in the

election of the Board of Directors. [Boston Evening Transcript, 1914]

• Renting Zone D was intended as a conventional rental housing.
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Plax of Billerica Gardex Subl-rb
Purchase zone B. Zone reserved for copartnership •Renting: zone. D, Special zone/

Figure 8
Source: Engineering News, April 29, 1915

Wholesale Operations

Rev. Williams supervised the construction of the Billerica Garden Suburb houses

and employed day-labor to conserve costs. Using Arthur Comey's cottage designs,

economies of scale were realized by building many standard houses at one time. Of

modest size, a typical two-story bungalow, as depicted [Figure 9 - Billerica Garden
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Suburb Cottage] was approximately 1400 square feet. The cottages ranged slightly in

size, but the cottage below at 28 by 25 feet is representative, with two levels plus a cellar

and a 20 by 7 foot piazza. Each cottage contained six or seven rooms and bath to

accommodate parents and children of each sex.

Six-room a^mi-bunffalow, BIU*nr* G»rrlcn Su)*urt>. 1916 Construction cost* 1,800.

Floor plane of hbov*.

Figure 9
Source: Massachusetts Homestead Commission 1916

The rooms are of ample size and conveniently arranged. Special

provision is made for storage room and closet space, with place for

refrigerator and for hanging outdoor clothing in back entry. The cellarway

has a number of shelves to save steps in doing the necessary work. The
cellar walls are of concrete, with four window openings giving ample light

in all parts. The building is offrame construction, triple studding at the

corners and double studding at all openings; sides are covered with

matched boards, a layer of good building paper and cypress clapboards;

roof closely boarded and covered with asphalt shingles and slate chip
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surface laid 4.5 inches to the weather. The inside is finished in North

Carolina pine with hard pine flooring ofgood grade, cypress five-panel

doors, front door ofthe craftsman type of quartered oak; outside painted

with three coats of lead and oil and inside finished with two coats of

shellac and one of spar varnish; kitchen and bathroom have three coats of

good wall paint. Three fixtures ofmodern type are in the bathroom, and

the kitchen has set tubs, sink and necessary cabinetwork. The house is

lighted throughout with electricity, triple "showers" in living room and

dining room and two fixtures in the kitchen. It has a furnace of adequate

capacity to furnish necessary heat without forcing. It is of attractive

design, homelike in appearance and of comparatively low cost, as it was

built for little over $1,800. [MHC, 1916, 15]

. At the time of incorporation, sixteen families were already housed on the site and

water was already piped in. By October 1,1914, thirty acres had been graded and the first

three houses were under construction. In December, nineteen families were living on the

estate. In 1915, four miles of streets had been staked-out and cleared. A mile of streets

has been surfaced, electric light poles and wires had been installed and a general store

had been built. In 1916 there were 35 families located in the Billerica Garden Suburb.

[MHC, 1916, 109] According to the last annual report ofthe Massachusetts Homestead

Commission, 70 houses had been built by 1917. [MHC, 1919, 10] Unfortunately, the

documented history of this small neighborhood diminished with the demise ofthe

Massachusetts Homestead Commission.

The Billerica Garden Suburb Today

Today the North Billerica Garden Suburb is still recognizable for its garden

suburb design elements. [Campbell, Boston Globe, May 21, 1995] (See Figures 10-14).

Beyond street names reminiscent of England's first garden cities such as Letchworth,

Port Sunlight and Hampstead, very little has been altered. With lot sizes that are

relatively small by today's standards and cottage-style houses with shallow setback, the
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neighborhood remains compact and socially interactive. The semi-grid, curvilinear street

pattern reflects Frederick Law Olmstead Sr.'s influence on the Comey/Manning site plan

providing alternative routes around the neighborhood highlighting the vistas ofthe

Concord River. Not designed specifically for the automobile, these streets are narrower

than today's standards with widths tapered further by cars parked along their edges.

However, these streets are conducive to keeping neighborhood traffic slow allowing

children to walk and bike ride in relative safety. Unfortunately, the automobile has also

impacted the small lots as many now possess a garage and a paved driveway.

Overall, the compact design has afforded the neighborhood the capacity for only

minimal change. Besides the automobile's influence, the only other changes are the

occasional enclosed front porch or added room to the back of the house increasing the

average square footage of these dwellings only marginally. These alterations have not

diminished the sense ofcommunity often absent in more contemporary neighborhoods.

Figure 10 - Billerica Garden Suburb March 2004

Source: P.Henry
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Figure 1 1 - Billerica Garden Suburb March 2004

Source: P.Henry

Figure 12 - Billerica Garden Suburb March 2004

Source: P.Henry
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Figure 13 - Billerica Garden Suburb March 2004

Source: P.Henry

Figure 14 - Billerica Garden Suburb March 2004

Source: P.Henry
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Unaffordable Housing

Unfortunately, despite minor physical changes in the past ninety years, the most

pronounced difference in this neighborhood today is price. Because ofthe increasing

demand for housing, this once affordable neighborhood is now escalating in price. Three

houses on the market in March 2004 are indicative of this "affordability squeeze."

Table 2 - March 2004 Real Estate Under Agreement - Billerica Garden Suburb

Address Lot Size/Living Space Rooms Price

46 Letchworth Ave. 7000 sf/1600 sf 5 rooms/3br/lbath

built in pool

$279,900

5 Mason Ave. 8700s£'1700sf 5 rooms/2br/lbath

garage

$284,900

2 Indian Knoll Road 7800 sf/1200 sf 6rooms/3br/lbath

2 car garage

$309,900

Source: Century 21, Billerica office

To put these prices in perspective, consider that in 1998 the median house value

in Billerica was $144,000; in 2002 it was $21 1,437 - a 46 percent increase in five years.

When compared to income change, the problem becomes more profound. In 1990,

Billerica's the median income was $50,210; in 2000, the median income was $67,799 - a

35 percent increase over 10 years. Harvard's Joint Center for Housing states that ". . .in

an economy where house price gains have outstripped income gains, homeownership

options dwindle for those in the bottom fifth of the income distribution." [State of the

Nation's Housing, Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University, 2003]

Billerica Garden Suburb and Affordable Housing

Housing has been a problem in the United States since the nineteenth century as

urban populations increased dramatically with shifting populations due to immigration
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and industrialization. Relying on waterpower, manufacturing was distributed along

powerful rivers and their tributaries. Consequently, this pattern was also reflected in

worker housing. Therefore, squalor was not confined to congested urban areas; it was

also prevalent in smaller cities and villages along important rivers and transportation

routes. It was only a matter oftime before rural towns would be experiencing the

housing problems. Billerica, Massachusetts was a case in point with inexpensive land

and transportation, its location along the Concord River, a Merrimack River tributary,

was ideal for industry.

The combined work ofManning, Williams and Comey provided a unique model

community. Unlike other efforts to relocate workers to planned communities in non-

urban areas, the Billerica Garden Suburb was neither a paternalistic private initiative nor

a government funded action. The Billerica Garden Suburb was the first known attempt to

combine limited dividend corporation with co-partnership in the United States.

Modeled after Ebenezer Howard's garden city, the Billerica Garden Suburb was

an effort to combine the best of urban and rural living - the Town-Country magnet. It

would be wholesome, social and near employment. Labor, content with both

employment and good homes, would become dedicated citizens ofthe community. From

a planning perspective, it was an object lesson demonstrating that the ills afflicting the

city can be countered through comprehensive planning incorporating advance garden

suburb principals and financial mechanisms.

This review of the Massachusetts Homestead Commission's annual reports; the

National Housing Association's annual proceedings as well as relevant articles from

Landscape Architecture, American City and Engineering News, supports the Billerica
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Garden Suburb's significance and deepens our understand ofthe struggle to supply

affordable housing in suburban settings. In addition to the goals congruent with

advance garden suburb principles, the intent ofthe Billerica Garden Suburb was to

provide a model for solving the worker housing problem. The Billerica Garden Suburb

was described as "a strictly business organization to earn business profits, it will readily

be appreciated that in its operations it will not only very materially improve living

conditions in Billerica, but will act as an object lesson, and thereby benefit the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts as a whole." [Prospectus, 1914]

Although it is unlikely that Zone C, the co-partnership portion ofthe site plan,

ever came to fruition, the Billerica Garden Suburb was the first successful application of

the garden suburb principles implemented to meet the housing requirements and financial

constraints of workers. The Billerica Garden Suburb was neither government funded, nor

company funded. Championed by town leaders, it was morally supported by labor,

industry and progressive initiatives. Despite the inherent tensions between government,

private enterprise and labor, the Billerica Garden Suburb demonstrated that wholesome

affordable housing could become a reality.

Are there lessons that could be applied to the current housing debate in Rhode

Island? First, one of the major problems identified by the Massachusetts Homestead

Commission was the problem of speculative profits. When the Rhode Island legislature

opened affordable housing to for-profit developers, it was taking a step back in history

and condoning speculative profits. Second, it is ironic that the impetus for the passage of

Chapter 494 ofthe Acts of 1913, the creation oftown planning boards and the

development ofcomprehensive plans, was to have well considered plans so that a
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sufficient supply ofwholesome homes within the means ofthe ordinary wage earner

could be created. Third, New Urbanism and Grow Smart both advocate higher density,

as did the garden suburb, yet zoning still exists that excludes rather than encourages

affordable housing.

Rather than a financial failure, the Massachusetts Homestead Commission and the

Billerica Garden Suburb should be recognized as extraordinarily successful given the

constraints and opposition they faced. The Massachusetts Homestead Commission

initiated the groundwork for municipal planning, comprehensive plans and the exchange

of valuable information through annual planning conferences, not to mention the

affordable housing demonstrations both in Billerica and Lowell.

As the recent photographs ofthe Billerica Garden Suburb indicate, this was a

successful affordable housing endeavor. The last Massachusetts Homestead

Commission report indicated that there were 70 homes constructed. It is a known

quantity; it worked.

Rather than repeat bad plans, as Frederick Law Olmstead Sr. warned, why not

repeat good, successful plans. Further, why not support the more progressive aspects that

have proven successful not only in England and Germany but locally in Billerica,

Massachusetts. Perhaps now is the right time to require each town to have affordable

housing plans, as comprehensive plans were originally intended, as well as designated

land banks and proven financial mechanisms providing wholesome homes and dignity to

the low-wage families upon which this state depends.

<g> <g> <g> <g> <g> <g> <g> ®
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BILLERICA GARDEN SUBURB, INC.
(Incorporated undler the Laws of Massachusetts)

Capital Stock $50,000

Subscribed to July 27, 1914 16,540

Divided into 5,000 shares of $10.00 each, which are now offered for subscription at par,

payable as follows:

or payment in full may be made at the date of any instalment. Dividends on instalments
will be credited at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum.

NOTE.—Shareholders are entitled to a cumulative dividend of 5 per cent, per annum,
and any surplus profits after the payment of such dividend will be used for the benefit and
further development of the Company's property.

$1.00 on application

3.00 on allotment

3.00 60 days after allotment

3.00 120 days after allotment

Total, $10.00

President, THOMAS JENNINGS, Superintendent Boston & Maine Shops, Billerica

Vice-President, Mrs. HERBERT B. HOSMER, Billerica

Treasurer and General Manager, CHAS. H. WILLIAMS,' President Board of Trade, North Billerica

,Str£riars

THOMAS JENNINGS
CHAS. H. WTI.UWS

Mrs. HERBERT B. HOSMER
CLATi BNTOf • x: -iv.t :k

"'

FREDERICK JPOSTER KENDALL

J\2i£risers

ARTHUR C. COMEY, City Planner WARREN H. MANNING, Landscape Designer
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PROSPECTUS.

This Company has been formed for the purpose of engaging in the business

of buying and developing land and providing desirable, attractive, and sanitary

houses at-a moderate xost or rental for persons desiring. to..purchase -or

lease the same.

It proposes to assist in permanently solving the increasingly difficult housing

problem on the areas under its control

:

1. By elimination of speculative profits, all earnings over 5 per cent, being

used for the benefit and development of the property.

2. By distributing the payments for the home over a period of years,

thereby bringing it within the reach of all who desire to improve their home con-

ditions.

3. By participation by the residents, each resident acquiring 10 per cent,

of the value oi his property in stock.

4. By" wholesale operations and efficient management, thereby effecting

economies in construction.

5. By constructing houses of durable materials, thereby saving the

serious depreciation of cheap frame dwellings.

6. By limiting the number of houses per acre, thereby avoiding the dis-

astrous overcrowding of homes.

7. By scientific planning along advanced garden suburb lines, deter-

mining the character and arrangement of roads and houses, thereby securing the

maximum practical and icsthetic .values.

8. By providing for community buildings and playgrounds, thereby

promoting the social atmosphere of the neighborhood, and by engaging in other

beneficial undertakings as may from time to time prove feasible.

9. By laying out allotment gardens, where the wage-earner may success-

fully cany on intensive gardening, which under competent instruction will go

towards paying the cost of the home.

10. By promoting the formation of a Co-partnership Society along the

lines recommended by the Massachusetts Homestead Commission, which will

take over successive portions of the' estate and develop them by the co-partnership

method. This is sharply distinguished by collective ownership of the property,

each resident renting from the society of which he is a member. This Avill con-

stitute a radical advance over current methods of tenure. ,
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At Billerica, twerity-one miles from Boston, the establishment of the $3,000,000

Boston & Maine repair shops, early in 1914, with 1,200 operatives at present and

ultimately 2,000 to 3,000, has created a great demand for workingmen's houses

in a formerly rural community. Furthermore, other manufacturers will locate

there in order to utilize the new supply of labor. This means a steady influx of

10,000 people and more.

Land is as yet cheap, though much of it has been exploited and is held at

values no longer attractive to the operatives. The establishment of a model

community near the factory has the unqualified approval and backing of the offi-

cials of the shops, who desire, as much as the workmen, to secure good living

conditions.

The Company has secured a tract of 56 acres, favorably located, adjoining

the North Billerica Station and the present village centre, where schools and

other public buildings make immediate development possible. This lies less

than a mile from the shops, and, furthermore, a free workingmen's train carries

the men directly from the North Billerica Station into the works. The cost of

this property is far below that demanded by real estate operators farther from

the works and with much less attractive surroundings.

Accompanying this prospectus is a sketch plan and a perspective view of the

tract, showing the proposed type of development along advanced garden suburb

lines, providing five to six families per acre. Plans for a typical dwelling are also

shown.

Special note should be made of the river front, which is to be a part of a pro-

posed series of attractively wooded public reservations along the Concord River,

for the benefit of all the people. A large grove of pines in the southwest section

is an additional aesthetic attraction. The underlying gravel and sand furnish

abundant material for concrete construction, and greatly simplify the grading of

roads and sanitary problems. Water is already piped upon the estate, supplying

sixteen families now housed in the southeast corner. The dwellings yield an

income sufficient to pay all carrying charges not chargeable to development.

We have here a combination of advantages,—demand for many homes, cheap

land, and low construction cost. The moral support of the Boston & Maine offi-

cials is added assurance of its success from the start. In fact, many operatives

have already signified their intentions of living on this tract when developed.
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FINANCIAL " STATEMENT .

January 1, .1915.

JSETS. • •

-

56 aores of land with improvements, including streets,

water mains, eleotrio -light poles, etc.

6 tenement houses containing 16 tenements
Hew houses completed and> in process of construction,
Tools and material,
Cash,

«

\ The income from the tenements is now about
§1600.00 per year.

. N

LIABILITIES. r
* Mortgage notes

Stools: certificates issued for oash
|

" n
.

M in part payment for land

;
Outstanding bills

$16,0O0iO0L
17,900i00-rr
7,000,00-

500.00 •

1,000.00
$42,400.00

§21,000.00
11,000.00
6,000.00

800.00
$38,600.00

5.800.00
$42,400.00

r Surplus value of property,
- .

Billerioa, Mass.;
• January 8, 1915.

f
> the Directors of the Billerica Garden Suburb, Ino:!>•-....'

I have--examined the expense account of your Treasurer, together

with hie vouchers, and have found the same correct. ...

i - --. .
'-• ~ 6Bespectfully,

* Albert. -e;. RiohardBon, -

1 . Auditor.
•<



THE BILLERIGA TOWN PLAN
BILLERICA, twenty-two miles from Boston and four miles

from Lowell, is a farming and manufacturing town. It con-

tains in round numbers three thousand people on sixteen

thousand acres, with sixty miles of highways.

Two rivers, ten brook-valleys and seven hills give the town great

beauty of topography. This, with a varied soil, two-thirds in wild

vegetation, gives notably attractive landscapes and much interest in

plant, bird, and animal life. In fifty years, Billerica's wild land has

increased a third, as it has in most of New England's old towns;

but now the tide is turning toward the farm again. At North Bil-

lerica, woollen mills have been established for years. The Boston &
Maine Railroad shops being erected there will soon increase popula-

tion by several thousand.

About the Center, a most attractive part of the town, are some

well-appointed summer estates that are sure to increase. In the

south and in the north of the town, as in parts of many similar

towns adjacent to our cities, large areas have been subdivided into

small lots upon which camps and small cottages are being erected,

for either summer or all-the-year occupancy, by families of mod-

crate means from the city.

Increased business, population, road, and other public facilities

that such new conditions must create, made the preparation of a

plan as a guide to the town's future growth quite essential. Such a

plan, to best meet the needs and have the general approval of the

community, must be understood by at least a majority of the voters

and land owners; and, as this understanding will best come from a

direct participation in the work, all citizens were urged to give

information and assistance in the preparation of articles and maps.

It was found here, as it will be everywhere, that, while few citizens
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I IO LAND SCAPE ARCHITECTURE
will volunteer information, nearly everyone is ready to give the

best he has if he is interviewed and not required to write.

In this town, as in most towns, the hills, valleys, and the larger

soil divisions that are the same for all time, control the main features

II. Map Indicating Topography

of the plan. Some existing roads will surely stay, because they are

direct thoroughfares on lines of least resistance to outlying trade

centers, or in Billerica to the seashore and mountain resorts east-

ward and northward. Other thoroughfares and local roads will be
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abandoned, as were the Middlesex Canal, parts of the Middlesex

Turnpike, and many minor roads.

Some of these abandoned roads had 20 per cent grades,—that is,

1 -foot climb in every 5 feet long. Engineers now strive for i-foot

climb in 20 feet long, viz., 5 per cent. A town should not accept

now over 6 per cent on any part of a road; for it is the steepest

grade that determines the possible load, not the average grade.

The new Billerica subdivision plats show forty-four miles of nar-

row new roads. If these roads were properly constructed on suit-

able grades, their maintenance would increase the yearly road tax

from about $5,865 to $8,811. This cost might be returned to the

town in taxes on increased valuation, if houses should be estab-

lished on half the lots that are reported as sold by the real-estate

agents. It is seldom, however, that all reported sales are completed,

or that houses occupy enough lots on a new subdivision to justify

the town in building roads for years.

There is authority enough established by law to lay down,

acquire, and hold the land for a future road and reservation

system.

The town has accepted the 1907 Board of Survey Act, requiring

owners to submit plans of roads before beginning constructions to

the Board of Survey, who are to advertise a public hearing and

exhibit plans, and who can require modifications as to width, direc-

tion, and grade of street before acceptance. Unless thus accepted,

new roads can have no public utilities placed therein or public

work done thereon. When accepted, no damages can be collected

by persons for buildings or improvements made on such roadway

after acceptance.

A recently elected Park Commission have the authority to lay

down a system of reservations for public recreation, acquire and

hold land therefor, and improve roads.

The County Commissioners have the power to lay out or alter
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112 LANDS GAPE ARCHITECTURE
the location of or discontinue highways, and will act upon a petition

of a town or any five inhabitants thereof in such matters.

The State Highway Commission locates, constructs, maintains

and controls state highways. It directs the expenditure for a town's

road construction of any amount that the town may appropriate

over the average road cost of five preceding years. Such excess

appropriations are doubled by the state, which may also maintain

such roads and charge a cost of not exceeding $50 a mile to the

town.

An examination of the soil map, in conjunction with the topog-

raphy, will show that only the wet, black-soil sections have boun-

daries that are easily recognized, and such areas are indicated on

the soil map. Other sections having a distinct soil character can be

indicated only in a general way on a map of this scale, for a detailed

study shows a considerable, and often a wide, variation in the soil

of almost any one-hundred-acre plot in the town. The light, porous

soils that arc nearly free of stones, and lie so level that large fields

can be worked at low cost, are in the northerly and easterly parts of

the town. Fpr this reason the town plan should recognize big fields

by placing roads along such natural boundaries as the shores of

streams, the base of steep slopes, instead of through the center of

big fields, to cut them in small patches.

In the southern part is a heavier soil that is more retentive of

moisture, with more boulders, a rolling and varied surface. This is

a market-garden section of diversified crops.

West of the Concord River, hills are higher, more crowded

together, with steeper slopes, and with more ledges and bould-

ers than in other parts of the town. Much of this land is best

suited to fruit-growing. In these irregular sections, the roads of

the town plan should generally follow the valley and avoid hill-

climbs.

The most attractive residential section is on the edge of the
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III. Map Showing Recent Subdivisions Indicated by the Crowded Road in Various

Parts of the Town, and also Showing the Suggested Reservation and Road Extension

System and the Existing Public Reservations. The Squares Show Sub-division of the

Town, for the Purpose of Bringing Together Detailed Information on a Scale of Two
Hundred Feet to the Inch.
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plateau, about the town center, and on the hills to the south and

west.

Of Billerica's 16,000 acres, 9,804 are covered with forest or

sprout-growth, as against the 5,035 acres of such growth indicated

on the town map of 1853. A decrease of nearly one-half in the acre-

age of cultivated and pasture land is thus indicated in less than sixty

years. This increase of woodland represents a decrease, not an

increase, of forest values.

It is clear that forests are not so profitable as farm crops. Fur-

thermore, the State Forestry Department does not recommend the

growing of forests as a crop on Billerica land, because nearly all of

it is suited for field crops or fruit, and is near the Boston market.

On the last map of this article, church, school, town, commons,

and the Gilson HilL reservation lands, are indicated in black. The

heavy dotted lines are suggestions for future roads and reservations.

This was submitted to a joint meeting of the Board of Survey and

Park Commission of the town. It was agreed that the Concord

River shores should be acquired for ultimate roads and trails, to

form part of a system of drives from the sea up the Merrimac to the

Concord, and up the Concord to its source, and to the great metro-

politan water-supply reservations on the Nashua River branch.

Similar shore reservations are being acquired on the Charles and

Neponset Rivers leading out of Boston.

It was the opinion of the Park Commission and the Board of

Survey that land should be secured by gift from owners, not pur-

chased by the town, for such purposes; and that the town should

not be asked to make appropriations for improvements on such

lands until public necessities demanded roads.

The other reservations under consideration are along the Shaw-

sheen River and the town brooks, along the steam railroad, to take

advantage of its direct line and right-of-way opening, and also to

have house fronts, not backs, in view from trains. These questions
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too are to be considered: Should we determine the lines of future
thoroughfares and acquire land therefor? Are there parts of roads
that should be superseded by new lines?

The preparation of the plan was initiated by the Billerica Im-
provement Association, and is continued with the cooperation of
the more recently organized Board of Trade, of which the pastor
of a Baptist Church is president, and of other local societies. The
problem of presenting the information thus gained to the people
was partly solved when the pastor of the Unitarian Church expressed
a desire to see a local magazine established, and a willingness to

edit it. This magazine, "Billerica," has now been published seven
months, and in each issue have appeared such maps of the town as

accompany this article, together with an explanation, and other
articles that have a direct bearing upon the problem. The first

map gave the roads and localities before the period of expansion
represented by the small-lot subdivisions. The second, a topograph-
ical map, showed also existing roads by numbers, and abandoned
roads by numbers in circles. To the next map the various small-lot

subdivisions were added. They will be recognized in the patches
of crowded streets on the fifth of the accompanying maps. The
next two were the soil and the forest maps. A map showing exist-

ing public reservations in solid black, and suggesting future reser-

vations and road extensions in dotted lines and shading, was fol-

lowed by one that was subdivided into forty-one squares for con-
venience in plotting the detailed information on a scale 200 feet to

the inch. This information will include artificial and natural fea-

tures, the topography and the property lines. You must understand
that, to do this in a town as small as Billerica, it is best to secure
many volunteers, and to direct their work toward the definite end
in view. Whatever costs there are for surveys and drafting should,

in fact usually must, at first, be borne by individual contributions

of time and money. I believe, too, that such a plan can be realized
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in a conservative old town only by gradually leading the citizens to

understand it, and to realize that, to be successfully accomplished,

it will require the gift of the land for roads and reservations. Such

gifts represent a small part of each estate, usually not over a tenth,

and usually the land of least value and greatest natural beauty, and

roads and reservations thus provided for will increase the value of

the remaining property. The data for such plans must be secured

by special methods that will give all that is essential, with a reason-

able degree of accuracy, at low cost, by the one-man survey meth-

ods, and the collection and compilation of existing data, rather than

by the expensive engineer with a force of rodmen and chainmen.

The reader should understand that much of this article is made
tip of abstracts from the articles that have appeared in the magazine
* (

Billerica," for it has seemed to me desirable that your readers

should thus gain an idea of the manner of presentation to the town.

WARREN H. MANNING.
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Comprehensive Planning for Small

Towns and Villages

to

By

John Nolen

Boston

American Unitarian Association

25 Beacon Street

Comprehensive Planning for Small

Towns and Villages*

My plea is for the smaller places, the towns and

villages with a population ranging from 2,500 to

25,000, or even up to 50,000. There are many
misconceptions about city planning, but none is

•farther from the fact than the notion that compre-

hensive planning is only for large cities. As a mat-

ter of fact, the reverse is nearer the truth. In big

cities the conditions are fixed, inelastic, unyielding.

Comprehensive planning, especially with our lim-

ited city charters and the hampering laws of our

States, can have as yet but little play in larger

places. At most it must content itself with reliev-

ing only the worst conditions, ameliorating merely

the most acute fqrms of congestion, correcting only

the gravest mistakes, of the past. Wide, many-sided,

imaginative planning for large American cities

must be confined for the present at least mainly to

the extension of those cities, to the improvement of

suburban areas, to the betterment of what are often

really separate towns on the outskirts.

But with smaller towns and villages the case is

•Address delivered in Washington, D. C, at the annual meeting of the
American Civic Association.
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Comprehensive Planning for

different. To them comprehensive planning can

render a big and lasting service. For there is

scarcely anything in them that cannot be changed,

and most of the territory that is to be built upon

is still untouched. The present town is only the

nucleus of the future city. In them railroad ap-

proaches can be set right, grade crossings elimi-

nated; water fronts redeemed for commerce or

recreation or both ; open spaces secured in the very

heart of things; a reasonable street plan can be

made and adequate highways established; public

buildings can be grouped in some proper way, and a

park system, a true system, with all sorts of well-

distributed, well-balanced public grounds can be.

outlined for gradual and orderly development.

And all these elements, indispensable sooner or later

to a progressive community, can be had with rela-

tive ease and at slight cost. As we have given here-

tofore too much attention to caring for the mere

wreckage of society, and too little toward establish-

ing a better social order that would reduce that

wreckage, so we have expended too much of our

energy in merely thinking of the ills that afflict our

great cities instead of providing against an unneces-

sary repetition of those selfsame ills in smaller

places, many of them to be the important cities of

to-morrow. To cure is the way of the past, to pre-

vent the divine voice of the future.

[2]

Small Towns a n d Villages

Then smaller towns are important because of
their great number. In 1900, there were over 1,700
places in the United States with a population from
2,500 to 25,000, and the aggregate of these towns
exceeded ten million. The figures of the 1910 cen-
sus will no doubt show a vast increase, and these
figures will probably exceed the total of all cities
with a population of 800,000 or over. The six
great cities with 500,000 or more had by the same
census (1900) only a population of 8,000,000,
2,000,000 less than these smaller towns. How ex-
tensive, therefore,, are the interests of these widely
distributed smaller cities, with more than ten mil-
lion souls to-day and the number and proportion
steadily and rapidly increasing!

The two important methods of town and city
planning are: (1) cities planned in advance of the
settlement of population, and (2) established cities
replanned or remodeled to meet new conditions. The
former method has obviously great advantages,
and many cities intended primarily for governmen-
tal, industrial, or residential purposes have been
so planned. It is a method which needs wider use.
Washington is the most notable illustration. But
after all, it is seldom possible to foresee the future
of a town or city from the very start, and the com-
plex influences which determine the selection of the
site and location of the first streets and buildings

[S]
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must usually be left to work out their natural re-

sults. When, however, a small population has been

attracted to a town by natural causes and there

are unmistakable indications that because of situa-

tion, climate, the trend of trade and commerce or

other forces, an important city is to be established,

then it is entirely practicable intelligently to replan

the town so as properly to provide for its future.

There are scores of cities in this country with a
population to-day of 25,000 people that will have

50,000 in a generation or less, and the same rate
of increase may be predicted with equal confidence

of cities of larger population. The greatest ne-

glect is right here, the failure to plan and replan,

to adjust and readjust, consistently to use art and
skill and foresight to remodel existing conditions

and to mould and fit for use the new territory about
to be occupied.

The emphasis, it would seem, needs to be placed
less on the original plan and more on replanning
and remodeling, provided action is taken in time.

The beautiful cities of Europe, those that are con-

stantly taken as illustrations of what modern cities

should .be, are without exception the result of a
picturesque, almost accidental growth, regulated,

it is true, by considerable common sense and re-

spect for art, but improved and again improved by
replanning and remodeling to fit changed conditions

[*]

Small Towns and Villages

and rising standards. It is here that we fall short.

Throughout the United States there are cities with

relatively • easy opportunities before them to im-

prove their water fronts, to group their public

buildings, to widen their streets, to provide in

twentieth century fashion for transportation and to

set aside areas now considered indispensable for

public recreation, and yet most of these cities have

until recently stood listless, without the business

sense, skill, and courage to begin the work that

must sooner or later be done.

In the development of city plans for these smaller

communities, I wish to advocate three points: (1)

the exercise of more forethought; (2) the use of

skill; (3) the adoption of an appropriate goal or

ideal.

First, then, more forethought. One clear lesson

of the census is the growth of cities. They move

noiselessly from one class to another with little

notice and less preparation. With growth their re-

quirements change radically, but little or nothing is

done to meet these changing requirements. Espe-

cially is this true of the construction of wide thor-

oughfares and the acquisition of land for public

purposes. Instead of being always in advance of

the requirements, as the city should be in these

matters, it is almost invariably behind. The fore-

sight of the German cities, the best-handled munici-

[5]
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palities in the world, is instructive. Their plans
are nearly always a score of years in advance of
the requirements, and there is a definite and liberal
policy for the purchase of land against future
needs, some cities owning as much as half their
building areas and having permanent land funds
of millions of dollars set apart for further acquisi-
tions.

Secondly, a greater use of skill and experience
should be employed in the planning and building
of small cities. Failure to employ such skill is the
reason for much of our trouble to-day. Somehow,
we are not yet very generally convinced of the value
of the man who knows. "Democracy's attitude
toward the expert," declares a contemporary writer,
"is a mean and foolish attitude. No greater ser-
vice can be rendered to the democratic cause than
that which shall cleanse it of this fault. Generous,
whole-hearted, enthusiastic recognition of Superior
ability and training, a reverent appreciation of
high character and high attainment, and a capacity
to trust and value these as they deserve: these are
virtues which democracy cannot set itself too reso-
lutely to attain, nor can it value too highly any les-

son that will assist it in their cultivation." Long
ago, John Stuart Mill gave brief expression to the
same idea when he said: "The people should be mas-
ters employing servants more skilful than them-
selves."

[6]

Small Towns and Villages

A third requirement is the adoption of an appro-

priate goal or ideal. Changes are inevitable. We
know that. And if these changes are unguided they

are almost certain not to be good. The future

should not be taken at hap-hazard. We should

determine, at least in a general way, what we wish

it to be, and then strive to bring it to pass. Above

all, consistency is a requirement, and some appro-

priate and controlling ideal of development. The

individual topography and situation of cities, the

differences in social conditions,* in the varying

economic functions of different communities—these

factors and others should all find opportunity for

natural expression in the city plans of smaller

places, which can often be carried out easily, espe-

cially if the co-operation of private individuals can

be secured.

These three suggestions for smaller places are

perfectly practicable, and have already been

adopted and acted upon by some American commu-

nities. As a concrete illustration, I should like to

present an outline at least of the policy and

achievements of Glen Ridge, New Jersey, a Bor-

ough, about twelve miles from New York City, with

a population slightly less than twenty-five hundred.

To the natural loveliness of its situation, Glen

Ridge has added much by an enlightened public pol-

icy and a united civic spirit, that are seldom found

[7]
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in such a highly developed form in so small a place.

Foresight, generous public expenditure, and wisdom
have combined to give to the present generation

and insure to the future certain public advantages
of very great value. In the first place, the most
characteristic and most beautiful natural feature of

the Borough—the Glen—has been secured for a

public park. This is a valuable asset, one that

could not be duplicated by human means. Yet its

character and situation are such that in private

hands it probably would have become a nuisance

and an eyesore.1 The people of Glen Ridge cannot

be too highly commended for making this acqui-

sition in time. Then the Borough, acting, I pre-

sume, with the railroad officials, has given what
appears to be, on the whole, the best locations for

the railroads and the stations. There are within

the Borough limits only two grade crossings (these

soon to be removed), the stations are central and
their surroundings attractive. There has been

displayed a tenacity and foresight as fine as it is

unusual in controlling certain outdoor features

which tend in a high-grade residence town to be-

come nuisances. I refer particularly to unsightly

poles and wires, ill-placed and inappropriate stores,

apartment houses and tenements.

Following this wise and progressive policy, as the

nest logical step, some of the public-spirited citi-

zens of Glen Ridge arranged to have prepared a

[8]
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comprehensive plan and report as a guide to future
action That report was prepared, and contained
tfte following recommendations:

(1) That the plan for the contemplated im-
provement of the Station and surroundings of the
Lackawanna Railroad include the widening of
Ridgewood Avenue at the bridge, adequate space
south of the station for carriages and other vehicles,
with a new approach from Woodland Avenue, the
abolishing of the grade crossing at Hillside Avenue,
and the widening of Clark Street where it passes
under the railroad.

(2) That efforts be made to obtain from the
Erie

s
Railroad the removal of the grade crossing at

Wildwood Terrace and the construction of the
aherman Avenue bridge.

(3) That the Glen Ridge Centre, at the inter-
section of Ridgewood and Bloomfield Avenues, be
improved and perfected by the acquisition of the
property at the northwest corner, and its use for
some public or semi-public purpose.

(4) That the advantages of building a Borough
±iali, a few stores, and perhaps a small hotel or inn
near the Borough Centre be seriously considered
with a view to action.

(5) That consideration be given in advance of
actual need to a convenient trolley route to provide
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service when necessary north and south through the
Borough.

(6) That Ridgewood Avenue and its proposed
extension be improved as an integral part of the

proposed twelve-mile Circuit Drive in Montclair
and Glen Ridge.

(7) That the Essex County Park Commission
be petitioned to locate at once, and execute as soon
as possible, a parkway that will connect the main
drives of Glen Ridge with the County Park System.

(8) That the whole method of locating public
streets and roads be investigated for the purpose
of protecting the interests of all the people of Glen
Ridge and the further improvement of the Borough
as a place of residence.

(9) That building ordinances be considered,
with the intention of promoting health, preserving
the homogeneity of neighborhoods and protecting
the stability of real estate values ; also that prop-
erty owners be asked to co-operate in this provision
by writing suitable restrictions in their deeds of
sale.

(10) That the Shade Trees Commission, the

formation of which is advocated, be requested to

take up in a broad and efficient way, the whole
question of planting and maintaining street trees.

(11) That the land already purchased by the

[10]
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Borough for parks and playgrounds be developed

and utilized as rapidly as possible under carefully

prepared plans, including a wading pool, skating

pond, and outdoor gymnastic apparatus.

(12) That some public authority be empowered

to study and survey the Borough with a view to

establishing an adequate system of school yards,

school gardens, playgrounds and
.

parks for the

present population and to reasonably anticipate

the needs of the immediate future.

These twelve recommendations have not ended on

paper. Although they were presented only a year

ago, definite and substantial progress has been

made on every one of them, and six of the twelve,

the most important six, have been carried out com-

pletely. Glen Ridge is already unlike any other

town ; it has its own character, its own claims to

distinction. Wisely has it reflected its topography

in its streets and other public places, and devel-

oped its public ideals with a rare regard to essential

public needs. Consistently following what is best

in the past, the present plan is intended to promote

an even clearer consciousness on the part of the

citizens generally of what the Borough life should

be, to avoid the oversights and mistakes of merely

drifting, and secure the well-defined results of a

carefully considered plan and program for the fu-

ture, all of which upholds my view of the possibili-

[11]
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ties of comprehensive planning for small towns and
villages. Compare with these results the inaction or
halting action of larger places even when admirable

and generally approved of plans have been placed

in their hands for execution.

Finally, the most astonishing thing about Ameri-
can town and city planning is the constant repeti-

tion of the same mistakes. Over and over again we
see the same errors, the same foolish and costly de-

parture from what is recognized as good practice.

Our towns and cities are inert. If they were not,

the smaller ones at least could be saved by fore-

sight and skill from many of the mistakes from
which the larger cities now suffer. "Remedy for a
bad plan once built upon being thus impracticable,"

wrote Frederick Law Olmsted, Sr., decades ago,

"now that we understand the matter we are surely

bound, wherever it is by any means in our power, to

prevent mistakes in the construction of towns.

Strange to say, however, here in the New World,
where great towns by the hundred are springing
into existence, no care at all is taken to avoid bad
plans. The most brutal pagans to whom we have
sent our missionaries have never shown greater in-

difference to the sufferings of others than is ex-

hibited in the plans of some of our most promising

cities, for which men now living in them are respon-

sible."

[12]
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Billerica as a ^Vorkers' Paradise
A

New Homestead Commission

Trying There the FirstAmer-

ican Experiment With the

English Garden City Idea

By Benjamin Baker

THAT it is not usually to the ad-

vantage of the workman to own
his own home is the principle

presented in a scheme for a gar-

den suburb at Billerica which is

being worked out in codperatlon with the

Massachusetts Homestead Commission. It

seems to be the "American idea" that own-

ership of house and land is the ideal evi-

dence of the thrift and solidity of Amer-
>an skilled labor, much as "the little red

schoolhouse" has been our traditional em-
blem of popular education. But modern in-

dustrial conditions have set up a new stand-

ard, recognized both by economists and
social workers. Today the workingman;
whether skilled or unskilled, must be free

to take his family where there is the best

market for his labor. He cannot be free

if he is tied by ownership of house and
land, to leave which usually means to him
a money loss that he cannot afford. The
mobility of labor is a fact and a phraao

familiar to the modern economist and so-

cial worker, and it is receiving Government
recognition in this country in the proposal

to establish Federal employment agencies

tor bringing the man and the Job together

from different parts of the country. In the

Billerica plan the need for 'ho worVins-

man to be free to seek his market has been

recognized by basing t
Ua ^'ar* mainly ::r.

the copartnership scheme of home owner-
ship, which during the past decade has
been so brilliantly successful in England
and some parts of the Continent. It Is

srtarsly dS....-.;.-.-.:.."... . f»- ^--.'V-t've n,vV-

tismp ui property, each resident renting

from a company of which he is a member.
That principle has never been applied 'o

„ American conditions, and the' Billerica plan

therefore has special interest as an at-

tempt to establish in this country a nc.v

and potent economic invention.

. How the Billerica Scheme Started

The beginning of the Billerica scheme
lay In the es^l'shment in that town of

the new $3,000,000 Boston & Maine repair

shops, now employing' about a- thousand

men, and likely, In the future, t6 give work
to 2000 or 8000 men. The placing of the

.repair shops In Billerica , was ;«ue_largelv.

also took a hand, and Mr. Comey, who !s

the city planning member of the commis-
sion, and who has studied the English co-
partnership system on the ground, ex-
plained this method to the board of trade.
The board, and later the workmen, became
interested in this idea, many of the
workingn-.er. declaring themselves ready to

"sign up" for shares in the copartnership
scheme as soon as the plan could be

financed. President Eliot and other stu-

dents of the matter who were consulted

strongly advised the copartnership plan,

and this is the central , feature on which
the whole development now rests, though
individual ownership has been provided for

in response to the requirements of a con-

siderable number of the railroad workmen.
The Boston & Maine officials are giving the

plan their hearty moral support.

The actual launching ol the development
now waits for capital, the comparative'y

small sum of thirty thousand dollars being

sufficient to start operations under an in-

corporated, limited dividend company 'n

which workingmen will buy shares, and
under successful operation ultimately buy

on advanced garden suburb lines, as shown
j

in the map, by Mr. Comey, with the advice
j

of Warren H. Manning, who has taken
|

active interest in tne improvement of Bil-

lerica.

Division A, in the southeastern part of

the tract, is intended for workshops, stores,

and other buildings which vouid form a
social and business centre for the com-
munity. A row of model factories along
the east border would screen the settle-

ment from the railroad, and there appears
to be a demand for them.
Division B, occupying most of the south-

western quarter of the land, is intended for
houses which are to be sold to workmen on
instalments. The conditions at Billerica

are not wholly those of some other indus-
trial centres. As already noted, a consid-
erable number of the employees in the
railroad shops are "old timers" with the
company; and they regard themselves as
settled In Billerica for the rest of their

lives—if they can get the right houses.
There are, of course, others of the work-
men who for reason, wise or otherwise,

want to own house and land.

from that pioneer society which boughi

ings, most of which are associated in a cen.

tral company. Their .holdings
t
now tota'

about 650 acres of land, and the tota

value of their properties Is upwards of six

million dollars. The plan has provided foci

working people of all trades, and for the

dend companies with two kinds of stock—,

the tenant stock, or "shares." which, arej

owned by the workmen tenants of the com-*
pany's houses; and the "loan" stock, which
we should call "preferred" stock, which
represents the capital Invested to set build-
ing in motion. The tenant stock is entitled
to five per cent interest after the preferred
dividends, fixed charges and surplus have
been provided for. The preferred, or "loan"',
stock, receives four or four and a half per
cent cumulative dividends, and no more.
As noted, the starting capital in the Eng-
lish companies represented by the loan
stock has in every case made good Its divi-

dends. Such companies, in their appeal to

capital, are not charities, but business en-
terprises which have shown themselves-
good for a four to four and a half per cent
return.

(

To become a tenant in a copartnership'

settlement, each applicant must be ap-

proved by an admission committee, and
must take $100 in tenant shares, paying
at least $20 as the first instalment, and 1

,

small ones, month by month. The new
tenant thereby becomes a renter from a

company in which he holds stock, and has

a vote in the election of the board of di-

rectors. A limit is set on the value in

these shares that one person may acquire,

usually i't Is $1000; but loan stock is avail-

able without limit of individual amounts.

markets for his labor.

In the copartnership company, the tenant

is not thus bound. Ke is secure in his tenancy

as long as he behaves himself. But if he
wishes to work in a distant city he can

leave, receiving back the value of the

shares he holds, or retaining them as an
investment on which he draws better in-

terest than he can get from a savings

bank.
American schemes in great variety have

been tried out with the aim of providing

satisfactory homes for working people: but

none on the copartnership principle. Tho
new town built by the Russell Sage Founda-

tion on Long Island, for instance, is based

on individual ownership, and the result

has not met the workingman's needs. The
most common scheme, that of the modal

village or town such as the Pullman Com-
pany and many others have established,

has led workmen to buy homes on small

instalments—an apparent boon to the man
earning fifteen dollars a week; but in

reality often a burden, since ownership ties

him to that particular place, and prevents

his taking advantage of better markets for

his labor.

The Cost at Billerica

The advantages of the copartnership
housing plan spring in the main from en-
abling the workingman, with the aid of a
small amount of outside capital which is

amply secured, to do for himself what he
I cannot do individually, and what he cannot
get from any other type of ownership.
Freedom to "foil""- the job" without finan-

cial loss due to his moving is the most
important result, and has already been
set forth. Besides that he gets the use cf
capital at a restricted low rate of interest,

five per cent, which is a good deal less than
the speculative builder and the tenement
house owner demand from their invest-

ments in houses. The copartnership .or-

ganization makes it possible to develop a
good-sized tract of land as a whole, with
provision for the common interests of those
who are to inhabit It. Further, the scheme
gives the advantages, in cost, of what ".s

practically wholesale construction and buy-
ing of materials.

Billerica costs have been figured rather
closely to a point which seems to assure
successful operation. At the full price

for the fifty-seven acres in the Billerica

tract, the "raw" C03t per acre is abo;:t

$200. Assuming that half the area is

.-'-<')•"•'. '•• streets, parks, areas and gar
den allotments, the housing area is about
2? ncres, rosting $400 per acre. W'"i a
limit of eight lots to the acre, this woui.J

give the raw cost of a house lot fifty by
a hundred feet at about $80. The calcula-

tions of many real estate experts have
shown that the cost of a house lot im-

t f..v^A— : e> with r**Ha.p —
ers, and' including, carrying Charges, is

about three times the raw cost. It is be-
lieved, therefore, that the improved lots at

Billerica can be sold for about $230, or
about five cents a foot.

In the matter of building, concrete con-
struction seems to be indicated. There is

abundant and suitable material on the
ground. A concrete house properly built
deteriorates very slowly, much less than a
frame building, and requires much less out-
lay for repalrSt Moreover, new methods of
concrete construction which are being
pushed by some, large' comp^r.'.cs ;n°t tne "

Edison multl-twitf huckleberry sort of

house) give promise that a five-room house
fc*n be. built properly for about $17Cjtt



That principle has neve^oeen
American conditions, and the Blllerlca plan
therefore has special Interest as an at-

tempt to establish in this country a ne.v

and potent economic invention.

How the Billeiica Scheme Started

The beginning- ot the BUlerica scheme
lay in the est'M'shment In that town of

the new $3,000,000 Boston & Maine repair

shops, now employing about a thousand

men. and likely. In the future, to Rive work
to 2000 or 3000 men. The placing of the

repair shops In Blllerlca
,

was due largely I

ft xvev. Cnanean >*. » liiams, a Billerica
clergyman who is president of the Board
jf Trade . of- the town, who has been a
member of the State Legislature, and who
set out to "boom'" his towr. oy oringlng
there the great repair snops of tin. rail-

road. Skeptics laughed at him while he
was securing options on land to provide i
site for the shops; but the railroad came.
The move was of great importance to Bil-

lerica. for whatever the financial condition
of the Boston & Maine, from the point of
view of stock owners, it is plain that the
railroad must repair its cars. The industry
is therefore a permanent one, and is rea-
sonably likely to add some ten thousand
persons to the permanent population of
Billerica.

Where to live was the problem imme-
diately presented to the Boston & Maine
workmen when the shops opened. Billerica,

being a rural community, had no quarters
open for them. Real estate operators
rushed in and began to lay out tracts, on
some of which they put up tenements and
charge for lots and houses prices which do
not attract the workmen. The workmen as
a body have decidedly held back, and the
new houses have been sold or rented, so
far as they have moved at all. to other
classes of persons, such as speculators.

At present most of the shop workmen
come from Lowell, the railroad running
trains for them morning and night. Some
of the workmen frankly want to own their

own places, an attitude mainly accounted
for by the fact that the shops have brought
from Fitchburg and Keene foremen and
other workmen who have been many years
in the service of the railroad, and who
expect to stay in its service as .long as

they work. A much larger class, however,
want to live In Billerica without paying
excessive rents in speculators' tenements,
and without being tied down to the owner-
ship of house and land with the usual ap-

pendages of building loans and long-lived

mortgages. If the railroad had been
"flush" it might perhaps have followed
the course of many other companies, built

some acres of "workmen's cottages," and
tried to tie up Its workmen by selling them
these houses, as others have tried to do,

and partly succeeded In doing. But the
railroad was not "flush," as everybody
knows. The real estate speculators did
not provide a solution of the housing prob-

i

lem. Something "totally different," as the
commercial tailors say, was clearly re-

quired.

' A Sixty-Acre Garden Suburb
At this point Mr. Williams had become

interested in developing a workingmen's
housing tract on some plan that would
meet the requirements of the men. ' Mr.
Thorndlke of the Homestead Commission

Billerica Garden Suburb for B. & M. Workmen
(Tentative Plan of Homestead Commission, A. p. Co.Tiey, Landscape Architect— Warren H. Manning, Advisory)

— Zone A Reserved for Special Community Development— Zone B Is for Purchase— Other

Territory Is for Copartnership Purposes

out the capital furnished to start opera-
tions.

Options have been secured on a tract of
fifty-seven acres of pine land, roughly
square In shape, as shown on the plan;
and lying in a bend of the Concord River.
The Boston & Maine Rja.ilroad extends in
a north and south line lalong the eastern
border of the tract, with the North Bil-
lerica station at the southeast corner.
The advantages of this area are several

and Important for the purpose In view.
First cf all. it is healthful, being
a tract of pine land well above the
river, with underlying sand and gravel
which will make sanitation easy, and will
in addition provide on khe site abundant
material for concrete construction, which
appears to be at least as cheap as good
frame construction. It is less than a" mile
from the railroad shopn, which lie to the
south, and to which free transportation
will be furnished to the workmen by the
railroad company. Then, Just across the
bend of the river, barely a quarter of a
mile' distant, are the school, post office and
stores which make up ithe village centre.
This can be reached bjja footbridge. The
tract is therefore nearl to the community
interests of the town, and yet sufficiently

isolated by the intervening river to make it

a unit.

Last—and investors toould perhaps put
this feature flrst-4he trice at which the
land is now held is low!

The Plan' for Development
The tentative plan for the development

of the Billerica tract has been worked out

east corner, is intended for houses to be
Division D, a small section at the north-

rented in the usual way.
Division C, which, as shown, covers abom

a third of the whole area, Is intended for
copartnership ownership, and the erecting
of houses and their renting to workmen
who will take shares In the copartnership
company, and who will be collectively their
own landlords. Included in divisions B and
C are central areas which may be used
as playgrounds, or be allotted to tenants
or owners for garden plots. The intensive
cultivation of even small gardens under the
expert Instruction and advice which would
be made available would enable the culti-

vators to offset a large portion of their
yearly rent from their produce.
For landscape effects and a generally

parklike development the Blllerlca tract
offers a good opportunity. In Division B
there are a good many large white pines.
In parts of Division C there are many other
pines, mostly hard pine. The middle stretch
of the western border along the river rises

as an investment. The social, the Fanitary
and the money benefits to the tenant from
living in an attractively planned, open
suburb, in goou houses, with a garden for

each house, plenty of play room for chil-

dren, and with everyone working together

to keep things bright and attractive.- have
been proved as real and actually attain-

able as they seem probable in the mere
statement of them.

Fluidity of Modern Labor

While giving all these advantages, co-

partnership settlements have the further

great merit of fitting modern industrial

conditions. The fluidity of labor today,

both the skilled and the unskilled, is one

of the important social and economic fea-

tures of the time. Thai skilled labor will

move from a place of slack work to an-

other place where work is abundant, seems

natural and obvious. But one of the curi-

ous results of the factory system has been

to make this true also of the unskilled

rather abruptly in a low bluff cut by a | labor of the textile mills, for instance, in

shallow ravine; while at the extreme north-
j
the modem factory unskilled labor tends

western part there is a low, marshy area ! machines, and that labor has learned that

in which a pond could be constructed, j it can tend equally well one kind of ma-
Trees would be used to the utmost as land-
scape features, and the rows of facing
houses included between two cross streets,

at least, would be made homogeneous in

color effect, while varied in their details.

The Co-partnership Plao

Copartnership in housing was begun du

a very small scale at Ealing, a suburb
of London, in 1901, and has since expanded

chine in one industry and a wholly differ-

ent kind of machine in- another unrelated

industry. Unskilled labor of this type has
become a specialized machine-tending class,

able to move not only from town to town
but from industry to industry. For mobile
labor house ownership Is a burden because
the owner can rarely or never rent or sell

his house without financial loss. His own-
ership therefore works to prevent his mov-
ing freely to take advantage of the best

Al Makes for tiicauier Workmen
"

Experience with copartnership in Enc-
land has shown that the tenant's own in-
terest in his rented house leads him to
avoid abuse of the property, to mv rent

j

promptly, and to find tenants for empty
houses. This individual interest of the
te~<<P* has been found to mean l sivii •

equal in value to one per cent per year on
the capital, or ten per cent on the rent.

This element of proprietary care would be
further enhanced by remitting to the tenant
the rent for each twelfth month, r.rter the
cost of repairs have been deducted from it.

This gives him a second money interest m
good care of his holding.

Billerica rents are to be based on one
week's wages for the month. With the
cost of a house and improved lot at about
$2000, the average week's wage of the Bil-

lerica railroad workmen, $15, will provide
an adequate return, amounting to nine
per cent gross. A rent of $180 a year ($15

a month) will pay five per cent on the

$2000 investment, give one per cent for

surplus account, and leave three per cent

or $60 for taxes and depreciation and re-

pairs during the year.

It is proposed to incorporate a limited

dividend company under a form of charter
prepared by the Homestead Commission
with a capital stock of $30,000. divided into

500 shares of common stock of par value
$10. Such a company could undertake the

Billerica development. It is believed, with
i every prospect of financial success. The
copartnership side of the undertaking could

be turned over to another company or-

ganized on that plan, for the development

of successive portions of Division C as it

secured capital. In the judgment of the

Commission the opportunity is a peculiarly

good one. The railroad shops insure a con-

stant large minimum working population,

! and manufacturers are looking at the town
favorably because of the large labor sup-

ply likely to be drawn in with the rail-

road workers.
There Is here a combination of advan-

tages—demand for many houses, cheap
land and low construction cost. The land
is extremely attractive, the river side quits

equalling the best sites along the Charles
River in Dedham.
Details of the financial plan, with terms

of stock subscriptions, dividends, etc., will

be issued in a few days by the Homestead
Commission.
unskilled workman as well, good, substanA
tlal, sanitary houses in pleasant surround- \
ings at rents which run as low as $2 a week \ .

when taxes and all outside charges are in- \
'

eluded. And they have all proved profit- I

able in a financial way. /

In general outline, the English copart- /
nershlp housing companies are limited divU^
only nine house lots to begin with info-v ^/
about twenty large copartnership undertak-/


